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Under construction 
While October draws to a close, the new parking lot has yet to be completed. Construction 
is still going on to finish the new 81-space lot. Due to the new lot, parking on streets in 
University Heights will be prohibited. Beginning Nov.19, University Heights police will enforce 
the new ''no parking" signs on Loyola, Lalomant, Connover, Milford, Hadleigh and part of 
Meadowbrook. Parking on these streets will be-restricted to University Heights residents 
with parking permits only. 
On-Campus Bar 
a reality 
Megan Hetman 
Assrstant News Edrto-r -----
A bar on campus' In our hfe-
times7 Believe it 
Sta rting Nov. 6, and operating 
every Fridayevemngaf ter that this 
semester, the Wolf and Pot will be 
a fully operational pub. 
According to Usa Heckman, 
d1rector of student activJtJes, the 
Wolf and Pot Pub wlll serve do-
mesne and 1mponed beers 
The grand opemng will h1gh 
1 ight dueling pia mstsand a buffet. 
T here will be a two dollar cover to 
pay for the enterta inment. 
The new and 1mproved Wolf 
and Pot has subsequently under-
gone a facelift which mel udes four 
new telev ision se ts, new bar stools, 
and a CD jukebox and most im-
portantly, a liquor license. 
Marriotrecentlyexrended thetr 
liquor license to mel ude the Wolf 
and Pot area. The Wolf and Pot 
had a license in the past. Up until 
the late \CJ80's, the Wolf and Pot 
drinking age was changed co 2!. 
Discussions to make the Wolf 
and Pot a bar began when~tudents 
expressed concerns about a lack 
of social activities on campus. 
The new look will also bring 
more events to the 'Nolf and Pot. 
jeff Longsworth, semor class 
presidemand member of thecom-
miueeof scmors mvolved Wl[h the 
renovauon of the Wolf and Pot, is 
exci ted about the up cormng 
events "We're gomg to hav.: an-
or her happy hour on Saturday, 
November 21st for theOhro~tate/ 
Mich1gan game," said Longsworh 
Accordrng ro Heckman , the 
Wolf and Pot w1ll be open 12-5 
p.m that d.1y. 
Accordmg to rhe Dean of Stu 
dents Patnck Rumbabk1, ge[(Jng 
into the Wolf and Pot will be like 
getting Into any bar 
"Like any bar, you need to have 
two forms o l l D. and present that 
to the person at the door," 
Rombalskt sa1d 
Altho ugh prehmmary discus-
sions mcluded the idea of lctung 
students of all ages to enrer rhe 
pub wuh alcohol laws still apply-
mg. underage studems will not be 
permitted to enter the Wolf and 
Pot dun ng h<n hours 
cause this IS n w. Right now we 
don't have the proper faciliti c to 
allow underage students 1n but 
perhaps next year or m two years 
we will be able to. We really have 
to see how the students react to 
the newchanges,"Rombalski said. 
18. charters revoked by Student Union 
Clare Taft 
Carlye Gardner 
The Carroll News 
The Student U mon revoked the 
charters of 18 organizations at the 
Oct. 20 Student Union meeting. 
Coinciding with the passage of 
the Stude nt Activities Fee, the Stu-
dent Union nowrequireschanered 
organizations to attend Student 
Union meetings. 
Organizations send one voting 
represemanve to meetings as a 
member of the House of Repre-
semati ves in order for those orga-
nizations to continue receiving 
SABB alloca ted funds. 
Absences in the House of Rep-
resentatives have consequences 
ranging from the loss oC funds, to 
the revoking of charters. 
The 18 organizations that lost 
their charters had not attended 
any of the six Student Union pre-
ceding the Oct. 20 meeting. 
Any organization failing w 
have a representative at three 
meetings will have a judicial board 
hearing. Missing four meetings 
results mlosing ten percent of the 
money allocated to the organiza-
tion. After five absences 50 per-
cent of the allocated money is lost. 
Charters are revoked after missing 
six SU mewngs. 
The following organizations 
had their charters revoked, Car-
roll Review, Catholic Catechism 
Prayer Group, Chicago Club, 
Commuters Association, Debat-
ing Team, Der Deutche Ring, 
Economics Association, Japan 
Club, Lambda Alpha Tau, Politi-
cal Science Association, Student 
in Free Enterprise, WJCU, Young 
Democrats, Zeta Tau Omega, Phi 
Alpha Tau, Tae Kwon Do, 
Women's Soccer Club and Phi 
Kappa Xi. 
Kevin Filiatraut, Student 
Union president wrote this bill 
last spring to ensure that any 
organization lacking a represen-
tative at six meetings in one se-
mester without being excused 
by the Speaker of the House of 
Representatives will have its 
charter revoked. 
"The affected organizations 
will no longer receive univer-
sity funding and are not recog-
nized by the university,"sa1d Stu-
dent Union vice president, 
Meghan Rogers. 
Many of the organizations 
this bill targeted are no longer m 
existence due to a lack of mem-
bers. The bill allows for an accu-
rate list of acnve organizations 
to be generated. 
To have a charter reinstated , or-
ganizations must appeal to a hear-
ing before the Student Union re-
view board. The only organization 
which appealed to the board as of 
Ocr. 27, was the fraternity PhiAl-
pha Tau. 
Phi Alpha Tau, a relatively new 
fraternity on campus, having been 
chartered for one year, received a 
suspension of its charter until jan. 
1999 as a result of a review board 
hearing. A bill was passed in the 
House of Representatives and the 
Senate of the Student Union to sus-
pend Phi Alpha Tau from chartered 
activities for the remainder of this 
semester. 
Organizations including Phi 
Alpha Tau which lost charters can-
not participated in chartered orga-
nizationactivites including, pledg-
ing, or appealing toSABB for funds. 
As organizations appeal sus-
pensions, reinstatements may vary 
from organization toorgamzation. 
Phi Alpha Tau's charter was sus-
pended for the remainder of this 
semester because the fraternity is 
new. 
"We realize that we made a mis-
take," said Phi Alpha Tau member 
Kevin Garvey. "We will be at the 
rest oft he Stud em Union meeungs, 
although the pumshment may 
seem drastic, we are a dedicated 
fraternity, It's good that our char-
ter will be reinstated injanuary." 
One organization which was 
not affected by losing its charter is 
WJCU. WJCU does not need mon-
etary assistance, nor a charter, be-
cause the station is funded by the 
Communications Department 
and the university. 
The remaining clubs are now 
at a disadvantage, as the money 
originally allocated to their orga-
nizations is being redistributed to 
other chartered organizations. 
"\ t is the students' money, not 
the universtty's money," said 
Rogers. 
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Newsbriefs 
Ladies of Columbus 
TheStudem Union passed a bill Tuesdaytograntacharter 
to the John Carroll University Ladies of Columbus. The 
Ladies of Columbus is a service organization, not a Greek 
organization ,open toalljCUwomen. TheJohnCarroll chap-
ter of the Ladies of Columbusisonlythesecond created in the 
Uni ted States. The Ladies of Col urn bus has 52 members. The 
group d1ffers from Greek organizations in that members do 
not pledge, "we do not have pledging. We are a completely 
open organization," said Melanie Shakarian. The Ladies will 
pick one service project per semester pertaining to an issue 
involving women. 
1998 State of the Union Address 
The 1998-1999 Student Union executive officers will hold 
their annual State of the Union Address, given by Student 
Union president Kevin Filiatraut, Tuesday; Nov 3 in the LSC 
Conference Room. The event will begin with hors d'oeuvres 
at 5:00p.m., and the address will com mence at 5:30p.m. All 
students are welcome to attend . 
Parents Weekend Events 
This year's JCU parents weekend, "Have a Howling Good 
Time," is this Friday through Sunday, Oct. 30-Nov.l. Registra-
tion will be each day in the Atrium. Friday's events include 
the president's reception in the LSC conference room hosted 
by actingjCU president, Fr Glynn. Saturday's events include 
paremcollegeclasses,givingparentsanopportunitytosample 
lectures given by JCU professors. The Bluestreaks football 
team will be playing the Heidleberg Student Princes at 1:30 
p.m. at Wasmer Field. Saturday night there will be a dance in 
Schou Dining Hall from 9:00 p.m.-midnight. The weekend 
will close Sunday with a family mass in Don Shula Sports 
Center at 10 a.m. and brunch from 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 
All weekend the john Carroll University fall musical, "Lend 
Me a Tenor," will be being performed in Kulas Auditorium. 
Mellen Series Snt-Aker 
Th h of 'B n 'M~~ 
Held Ohio Corporations wlll be Oct 29 at 5:00p.m. John 
McCoy, chief executive officer of Bane One Corporation will 
be speaking in the OJ. Lombardo Student Center Conference 
Room. The Mellen Series invites chief executive officers of 
Ohio headquatered companies to discuss current and ex-
pected financial developments. McCoy became president 
and CEO of Bane One in 1984. Bane One is headquartered in 
Columbus and is one of the largest super-regional banks in 
the United States. 
NewsbriefscanbesubmittedtotheCarrollNews 
of{ice by Monday nights at 5 p.m. 
Newsbriefs were compiled by Clare Taft, News Editor 
COME CELEBRATE 
POPE .JOHN PAUL II'S 
20TH ANNIVERSARY 
NEWS The Carroll News, October 29,1998 
JCU ·1ends a tenor .. 
Kat Schlenker 
Staff Reporter 
This weekend the john Carroll 
University fall mus1cal, "Lend Me 
a Tenor," by Ken Ludwig will open. 
Eight john Carroll University 
students under the direction of Dr. 
Karen Gygli will be performing 
the musical comedy. Them usical 
revolves around the story of the 
Cleveland Grand Opera 
Company'stenorbeingindisposed 
for a special performance. After 
the tenor, Tito Merelli is slipped a 
comatose-inducing dose of 
phenobarbital his conditition 
needs to be hidden from the other 
opera company members. The 
ensuing comedy and music in-
vel ves Merelli's condition. 
The General Manager of the 
opera company is played by Steve 
Udycz, chairman of the opera is 
played by Jennifer Reuter, opera 
soprano "Diana" is being played 
by jeannine Allee. Other perform-
ers include "the bellhop" played 
by Ted Rosati and "Maria" played 
by Moira Nagy. 
The musical includes mistaken 
identities, men in pantaloons, 
women in nightgowns, and award 
win ning comedy. 
"Lend Me a Tenor," will be per-
formed Oct. 30, 31, Nov. 6 and 7 at 
8:00p.m. and Nov. 1 and 8 at 2 p.m. 
The musical is being performed in 
Kulas Auditorium Tickets can be 
reserved by calling397-4428or at 
a table in the Atrium th is week . 
Tickets are $5 in advance and $7 at 
the door the night of any show 
Students voice opinions to 
presidential search committee 
Clare Taft 
News Editor 
The presidential search committee will be including student concerns when interviewing 
potential candidates for the position. 
Although there are no students on the presidential search committee, chairman of the 
presidential search committee, Vincent Chiarucci and executive secretary W.D. Bookwalter 
met with Student Union president Kevin Filiatraut and Carroll News Associate News Editor 
Ed Klein, to discuss student involvement in the committee. 
"Students are not included on the committee because they are temporary, being at the 
university for only four years. A choice for president may be here for a decade or longer," said 
Bookwalter. 
Students were invited by Filiatraut to e-mail specific quest ions, topics and comments for 
the committee to give to candidates during the interview process. 
Submitted to the committee was a list of topics important to students to be shown to 
candidates. Topics included, Greek organizations, technology on campus, alcohol policies, 
core requirements, visitation, parking and the hiring of faculty. 
One student submitted, "a president cannot lead students if he does not know who they 
" ~d the need for greater stu.dem involvement, "this school is run by an elite 
ew an r e stuC!enrs have no voice. Tr seems a !the rusreesJ are worried a out is reputa tion 
when they should be worried about what's going on on the inside." 
Specific questions for the candidates addressed responding to attacks against homosexuals 
on campus, the new president's commitment to expanding technology on campus, and 
willingness to hear student's ideas on policies. 
lnterviewsrecently began to find the next president of john Carroll University. This searc h 
committee is only the fourth inJCU history. 
According to Chiarucci, the search for a new president is "as broad and as comprehensive 
a coverage of available qualified candidates as possible." 
However thorough the committee is, the fact remains that there is a shortage of qualified 
Jesuits to head universities. "There may or may not be 28 qualified jesuits to be the presidents 
of the 28Jesuit universities. That may or may not be the case ," sa id Bookwalter 
Students were not included in the interviewing process because, "students are a special 
interest, the trustees are responsible for the public good," said Bookwalter. 
'A problem with education today, is that students are nm involved in the governing 
process," said Klein. 'We are taught dependence on authority.' 
ihete's 
M~~ 
See your 
name in 
print. 
Write for 
the Carroll 
INSTITUTE OF CATHOLIC STUDIES 
OPEN HOUSE 
at Seton Hill News 
NOVEMBER 4, 1998 
4:30 - 6:30 PM 
PRESIDENT'S DINING ROOM 
COME SIGN AN ANNIVERSARY CARD TO BE SENT TO 
POPE JOHN PAUL II !!1 
FOOD AND BEVERAGES WILL BE SERVED 
GOOD 
WEEKLY 
INCOME 
processing mall for 
national company! Free 
supplies, postage! No sell· 
ingl Bonuses! Start Imme-
diately! Genuine opportu-
nity! 
Please rush Long Self-
Addressed Stamped Enve-
lope to 
MPC, SUITE 391 
2045 Mt. Zion Rd 
MORROW, GA 30260 
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Barenaked Ladies leave 
Gund Arena crowd satisfied 
Clare Taft 
The Carroll News 
"Bare-naked lad ies7 Thats dls-
gusung." 'o, notreal,nakedwomen; 
the band, whJCh has gone from ob-
scurity, to a limited but devoted 
fan base, to having a top five album. 
It's refreshing today when sing-
ers are called "divas" and popular 
music acts shun fans and stardom 
to see a band like the Barenaked 
Ladies. 
The Barenaked Lad tes never 
cease to entertain, thrill and thank 
their audiences. They played to a 
sold-outGund Arena, Wed,OcL.l4. 
The band thanked the audience for 
making the show in Cleveland the 
largeston the ir 51 u nt tour. The band 
was touri nginsupponof thwfifth, 
and most commercially successful 
album, Stunt. 
Part of the success of Stunt is due 
tothefirstsingleoff thealbum,"One 
Week," being played in heavy rota-
tion on radio and MTV 
The rest of thetr success can be 
attributed to years of touring and 
the style of concert the Barenaked 
Ladies put on. The band has been to 
Cleveland alone six times in the past 
year and a half. 
This past concert at Gund l).rena 
drew the biggest crowd that the 
band has ever played to in Cleve-
land. Their most recent concerts 
include the HORDE Tour at Blos-
som Music Center this past sum-
mer, their concert at the CSU Con-
vocation Center last December and 
n 
A Bare naked Lad ies concert is a 
combination of stnging, dancing, 
1mprovisationalrappmgand maca-
roni and cheese. The concert on 
Wed., Oct. IS was no exception. The 
band opened with several songs 
from thenewalbum,indudingtheir 
current single, "It's All Been Done." 
Lead vocalists Ed Robertson and 
Steven Page then moved on to im-
provtse a song about 
thejumpmgfountam 
at Tower City. One 
point dunng the 
show Ed Robertson 
deemed, "meet these-
cunty guard time.'' 
Robertson intro-
duced a security 
guard stand mg in 
front of the stage and 
had h1m strum 
Roberston's gu nar. 
The Barenaked 
Ladies played a mix-
[Ure of songs from 
each of their albums 
tncl uding, "One 
Week,""Alcohol,"and 
"Who Teeds Sleep?" 
from Stunt, and old 
favorites like, "The 
Old Apartment," 
"Hello City," 'jane," 
and "Shoebox." 
The Barenaked Ladies played to a nearly sold-out Gund Arena crowd along 
with Semisonic. 
One of the high-
lights of every Barenaked Ladies 
concert is "If l Had a $1,000,000." 
Due to injuries suffered by band 
members, BNL has asked fans not to 
bring Kraft macaroni and cheese to 
concertsanymore.Regard less of the 
request , hundreds of fans at the 
Gund Arena found themselves 
smelling like processed cheese af-
ter the band sang, "if I had a million 
dollars we wou ld n'thave to eat Kraft 
dinner" At that point in the song 
fa ns toss opened boxes of macaroni 
and cheese towards the stage 
keysanhe band when theysang,"lf 
l had a million dollars I would buy 
you a monkey/ Haven't you always 
wamed a monkey?" One fan threw 
a green dress on stage for Steven 
Page to wear after he sang, "1 would 
buy you a green dress/ but not a real 
greendressthat'scrueL" Page pulled 
the dress on over his clothes and 
wore it throughout the rest of the 
show. 
Improvisation is what sets a 
Barenaked Ladies concert apart 
fromanyother band. After singing 
"If l Had a $1,000,000," BNL pre-
sentsa musical montage of popular 
songs. The Cleveland show in-
cluded, Spice G1rls and Madonna 
songs and "Closing Time," by open-
ing band, Semisonic. 
The Barenaked Ladies played 
two encores, wh1ch included three 
favor ite songs that are featured on 
the band's li ve CD, Roch pectacl e: 
., "13 " 
and "What a Good Boy:" 
TheBarenakedLadiesareabreak 
from the ordinary. Their shows are 
not just live performances of their 
greatest.h its, they are theatre, da nc-
ing,singing and comedy all in one. 
Seeing one show makes a devoted 
fan, which there were plenty of at 
theGund Arena. Theaudiencesang 
along to every song, including the 
fast pans of "One Week." 
The stage for the Stunt tour in-
cluded a man dressed in a full 
owbodyoutrit In one corner of the 
stage, he was lowered bytwostr ings, 
while he played a tambourine. Later, 
a dummy was dropped from the 
same corner of the stage, behind a 
speaker, only to have the cowboy 
popup, unharmed. Above the stage 
was a huge bright-lighted "BNL" 
sign that dropped down and lit up 
during the f1rst encore. 
opened for the 
.~~~~~~~~~a:,~;~~~m~~· .~~,y~ 
a short, butentertatnlng 45-mtnute 
set, which included several songs 
from theiralbum,reehngStrangely 
Fine. They played their current 
single, "Singing In My Sleep," early 
on, which received scant recogni-
tion. They closed their set with their 
first hit single, "Closing Time," 
which had thea udiencesingingand 
dancing along. 
"Orgazmo" offers little stimulation 
Mark Boleky 
The Carroll News 
Sometimes, you can go into a 
movieandknow it is going to be just 
plain bad. 
The advert isi ng, the storyline, 
and even the title just emit themes-
sage "Don't see me!" 
I had this feeling when I went to 
see "Orgazmo" this past weekend. 
And it was right on the money. 
As soon as I walked out of the 
thea ter, l Immed iatel y wished l 
could have had the last 95 minutes 
of my li fe back. "Orgazmo" is the 
latest work by "South Park" co-cre-
ator Trey Parker, who wrote, di -
rected, and starred in the film . 
Parker plays Joe Young, a devout 
Mormon who comes upon the 
house of a Hollywood adult film 
director in h isdoor-to-door crusade 
to spread the word of the Lord. The 
director Maxxx Orbison (played by 
Michael Dean jacobs) likes what he 
sees in Young, and offers him a siz-
able amount of money to star in his 
latest porno as Captain Orgazmo,a 
superhero who fights sex offenders 
with hisraygun,theOrgazmorator, 
and is then repayed by the women 
he saves through sexual favors. 
Young reluctantly agrees to do 
thepartbecauseheneedsthemoney 
for his upcoming wedding to Lisa 
(Robyn Lynne Raab), a fellow Mor-
mon who lives in Utah. Young's 
only rule is that he will not take 
part in the act ual act of sex; a stunt 
man will have to be used. 
Got that? Get th1s: Captai n 
Orgazmo's sidekick, Choda Boy, is 
actually an M.l.T graduate who 
works on physics experiments in 
his basement when not starring in 
pornos. 
He developed a real 
Orgazmorator, which ca n stun 
people momentarily bygivingthem 
an instantaneous orgasm. Life then 
imi tates art, as the pair decide to 
start fighting crime in the city; us-
ing the Orgazmorator and their 
mania l arts skills. 
Problems arise when Lisa comes 
to Los Angeles and finds out about 
her fiancee's movie, which became 
wildly successful. Also, Young and 
Choda Boy (Dian Bachar) discover 
Orbison is actually a crime boss, 
who has extorted their friends. 
Gee, too bad the AFI's 100 Best 
Films of All Time already came our. 
Much of "Orgazmo" is made up 
of shoddyfightscenes, though weak 
attemptsathumoraremade. This is 
mostly through random lines that 
try to catch the audience off guard, 
but produce little more than a 
chuckle. 
An example is stage hand 
Rodgers complimenting Young for 
h1s performance, "You were great 
out t hereJoe. You know, !don't want 
"A-Cup" (David Gunn) and "Joe Young" (Trey Parker) in a scene 
from Orazmo, written and directed by Parker. 
to sound like a queer or nothing, but 
I think unicorns are really cool" 
What? 
While the movie tries to poke 
fun at the elements of a typical 
porno, such as bad acting, dumb 
plots and a low budget, "Orgazmo" 
gives little more than bad acting, a 
dumb plot and a low budget. 
As an actor, Parker does well as 
the innocent churc h-boy,a rolesi mi-
lartothehappy-go-luckydumbguy 
he plays with Matt Stone in those 
bits in between episodes on the 
"South Park" videos. One amusing 
point in the movie is that when 
Parker is in costume as Orgazmo. 
His voice sounds just like Garnson. 
"Orgazmo" got a NC-17 rating, 
which most likely came because of 
Its content and numerous sexual 
vulgarities. The only real nudity is 
in the form of numerous shots of 
male backsides, another element I 
could have done without 
Originally shown at the 1997 
Toronto Film Festival, "Orgazmo" 
was held from release with the hope 
to eventually exploit Parkers "South 
Park" popularity. 
It should have been kept on the 
shelf even longer. 
EdJrANvfNT 
by Mickey 
Batyske 
Let me stan off bysaymg that 
1f you d1dn't l::eheve my "vtrtual 
baseball"story last issue, I am sure 
you do now 1 found It mcreas-
mglyfunny how so many people 
came up to me sa}'lng how true 
that was but they had JUS! never 
reah:cd n The truth 1 scathing. 
butoh well 
l~nlll funny how eight out of 
ten people who public! y praise 
(rc:ld exploit) God seem to get 
caughtupmscandals7Astdefmm 
almost every tel eva ngelJSt known 
to humankind, we can now add 
rhegosrel pimpK1rk Fmnklm 10 
that hst 
Remember that che )'song 
" tomp"lrom last ycar7 \\tll h1s 
famol.l5 back upchmr,G<Xl's Prop-
erty, never got any due royalues 
from their mult1 platinum al 
bum The benefit I gu~ 1s that 
K1rkcannows1ngh1spr.1lSCsform 
the 1\o\lyv.uod Hills.. 
Aren't we all cxcncd that 
chtldhood star, R1cky ( f>S- I 
mean R1ck) hroder wtll be the 
newstarof"NYPDBlue7'Uh-huh. 
I'm saymg that I've never re-
ally watched the show anyway, 
and this is not the tncklhats go-
mg to make me tunc m Maybe he 
can chase after the crim inals 
riding m that big-ass train from 
his mans1on on Silver poons. 
Now that 'M'luld be funny. 
Asgreutof an album that it is, 
1t shocks me how many people 
simply low the l.auryn Ht\1 al-
bum. No Joubt \l \5 <\ <.b,.,K al 
'8tlltt, 
from ilnygcnre. but it isodd how 
It is so accepted wtthin all clas.o;es, 
races and genders. 
OnlylaurynHillcouldmake 
asongthatcanget maJOr rotation 
on the IOurth floor of Murphy 
HalLmakeitootothesuper-Bout-
lt DJ Blend ta~andstill be a hit 
on college rad io nationwide. 
That$ an accomplishment 
People who are "super alter-
native" love Lauryn People who 
are "thugged-out" so much they 
don't even smile love Lauryn. Of 
course, real music heads willl!ke 
this album. 
Why is that? Could 1t be l::e-
cause it is actually a real musical 
album with soulful singing, mce 
mstrumentation and heartfelt 
messages7 It is amazing that 
something like that could even 
sell in 1998. 
Musically,itsgoingtobeanice 
late Fall season Among the art-
ists to look out for is OaslS Their 
new single," Acquiesce,"iscool. Its 
much more dnving than their 
prev1ous materiaL Their new al-
bum of b-sides drops in early 
November. 
Alsodroppingsoon is the lat-
est in hip-hop collaboration al-
bums: Kid Capri: Soundtracli to 
the 51 re:ets. Despite the cheesy-as-
hell title, it is very good.lt's much 
betterthanthatcrapFunkmaster 
Flex tries to do. 
K1dCapri takes the best of the 
commercial garbageand the best 
of the underground and makes it 
all (well, not all) sound good 
Where else can youhearhornble 
people like Cam'Ron and Foxy 
Brown on the same album with 
KRS-One and Ras Kass and yet 
all the beats are still somewhat 
goo:! ?This is thealbumjermaine 
Dupri tried to make, but couldn ~ 
manage because he sucks. 
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Newsbriefs 
Ladies of Columbus 
TheStudem Union passed a bill Tuesday to grant a charter 
to the john Carroll University Ladies of Columbus. The 
Ladies of Columbus is a service organiZlltion, not a Greek 
organization, open toall)CUwomen. ThejohnCarroll chap-
ter of the Ladies of Columbusisonly the second created in the 
United States. TheLadiesof Columbus has 52 members. The 
group d1ffers from Greek organizations in that members do 
not pledge, "we do not have pledging. We are a completely 
open organiZlltion," said Melanie Shakarian. The Ladies will 
pick one service project per semester pertaining to an issue 
involving women. 
1998 State of the Union Address 
The 1998-1999 Student Union executive officers wi11 hold 
their annual State of the Union Address. given by Student 
Union president Kevin Filiatraut, Tuesday, No'l3 in the LSC 
Conference Room. The event will begin with hors d'oeuvres 
at 5:00p.m .. and the address will commence at 5:30p.m. All 
students are welcome to attend. 
Parents Weekend Events 
This year's JCU parents weekend, "Have a Howli.ng Good 
Time." is this Friday through Sunday, Oct. 30-Nov.l. Registra-
tion will be each day in the Atrium. Friday's events include 
the president's reception in the LSC conference room hosted 
by actingjCU president, Fr. Glynn. Saturday's events include 
parentcollegeclasses,givingparemsanopportunitytosample 
lectures given by JCU professors. The Bluestreaks football 
team will be playing the Heidleberg Student Princes at 1:30 
p.m. at Wasmer Field. Saturday night there will be a dance in 
Schott Dining Hall from 9:00 p.m.-midnight. The weekend 
will close Sunday with a family mass in Don Shula Sports 
Center at 10 a.m. and brunch from 11:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m. 
All weekend the john Carroll University fall musical, "Lend 
Me a Tenor," will be being performed in Kulas Auditorium. 
Mellen Series Snea.ker 
Th er hool of '8 n 'M~l~ em 'PU · • 
Held Ohio Corporations wlll be Oct. 29 at 5:00 p.m. john 
McCoy, chief executive officer of Bane One Corporation will 
be speakmg In the OJ. Lombardo Student Center Conference 
Room. The Mellen Series invites chief executive officers of 
Ohio headquatered companies to discuss currem and ex-
pected financial developments. McCoy became president 
and CEO of Bane One in 1984. Bane One is headquartered in 
Col umbus and is one of the largest super-regional banks in 
the United States. 
Newsbriefscan be submitted to the Carroll News 
office by Monday nights at 5 p.m. 
N~wsbrir:fs w~re compiled by Cia~ Taft, News Editor 
COME CELEBRATE 
POPE .JOHN PAUL II Is 
20TH ANNIVERSARY 
NEWS The Carroll News, October 29, 1998 
JCU ·1ends a tenor .. 
Kat Schlenker 
Staff Reporter 
This weekend the john Carroll 
Universrty fall musical, "Lend Me 
a Tenor," by Ken Ludwig will open. 
Eight john Carroll University 
st udents under thedirection of Dr. 
Karen Gygli will be performing 
the musical comedy. The musical 
revel ves around the story of the 
Cleveland Grand Opera 
Company'stenorbeingindisposed 
for a special performance. After 
the tenor, Tiro Merelli is slipped a 
comatose-inducing dose of 
phenobarb ital his conditition 
needs to be hidden from the other 
opera company members. The 
ensuing comedy and music in-
volves Merelli's condition. 
The General Manager of the 
opera company ls played by Steve 
Udycz, chairman of the opera is 
played by Jennifer Reuter, opera 
soprano "Diana" is being played 
by jeannine Allee. Other perform-
ers include "the bellhop" played 
by Ted Rosati and "Maria" played 
by Moira Nagy . 
The musical includesmistaken 
identities, men in pantaloons, 
women in nightgowns,a nd award 
winning comedy. 
"Lend Me a Tenor," will be per-
formed Oct. 30, 31, Nov. 6 and 7 at 
8:00p.m. and Nov.1and8at 2 p.m. 
The musical is being performed in 
Kulas Auditorium Tickets can be 
reserved by calling 397-4428 or at 
a table in the Atrium this week. 
Tickets are $5 in advance and $7 at 
the door the night of any show. 
Students voice opinions to 
presidential search committee 
Clare Taft 
News Editor 
The presidential search committee will be including student concerns when interviewing 
potential candidates for the position. 
Although there are no students on the presidential search committee, chairman of the 
presidential search committee, Vincent Chiarucci and executive secretary WD. Bookwalter 
met with Student Union president Kevin Filiatraut and Carroll News Associate News Editor 
Ed Klein, to discuss student involvement in the committee. 
"Students are not included on the committee because they are temporary, being at the 
university for only four years. A choice for president may be here for a decade or longer," said 
Bookwaher. 
Students were invi ted by Filiatraut to e-mail specific quest ions, topics and comments for 
the committee to give to candidates during the interview process. 
Submitted to the committee was a list of topics important to students to be shown to 
candidates. Topics included, Greek organizations, technology on campus, alcohol policies, 
core requirements, visitation, parking and the hiring of faculty. 
One student submitted, "a president cannot lead students if he does not know who they 
• voiced the need for greater student involvement, "this school is run by an elite 
ew an t e students have no voice. It seems al the rusteesT are worried ab ut is reputation 
when they should be worried about what's going on on the inside." 
Specific questions for the candidatesaddressed responding to attacks against homosexuals 
on campus, the new president's commitment w expanding technology on campus, and 
willingness to hear student's ideas on policies. 
Interviews recently began to find the next presidentofJohn Carroll University. This search 
committee is only the fourth inJCU history. 
According to Chiarucci, the search for a new president is "as broad and as comprehensive 
a coverage of available qualified candidates as possible" 
However thorough the committee is, the fact remains that there is a shortage of qualified 
jesuits to head universities_ "There may or may not be 28 qualified jesuits to be the presidents 
of the 28 Jesuit universities. That may or may not be the case," said Bookwalter. 
Students were not included in the interviewing process because, 'students are a special 
interest, the trustees are responsible for the public good," said Bookwalter. 
'A problem with education today, is that students are not involved in the governing 
process," said Klein. 'We are taught dependence on authority." 
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Barenaked Ladies leave 
Gund Arena crowd satisfied 
Clare Taft 
The Carroll ews 
"Bare-naked lad res? That's dis-
gusung " 'o,notreal,nakedwomen; 
the band, whrch hasgonefrom ob-
scurity, to a limited but devoted 
fan base. to havmga top five album 
It's refreshing today when sing-
ers are called "divas" and popular 
musrc acts shun fans and stardom 
ro see a band like the Barenaked 
Ladies. 
The Bare naked Lad res never 
cease to entertain. th ri ll and thank 
their audiences. They played to a 
sold-outGund Are na, Wed., Oct.l4. 
The band thanked the audience for 
maki ng the show in Cleveland the 
largeston their Stunt tour. The band 
was touringinsupponof theirftf th, 
and most commercial! y successful 
album, Stunt. 
Pan of the success of Stunt is due 
tothefirstsingleoff the album, "One 
Week," being played in heavy rota-
tion on radio and MTV. 
The rest of tlw r success can be 
attributed to years of touring and 
the style of concert the Barenaked 
Ladiesputon . Thebandhasbeento 
Cleveland a lone six times in the past 
year and a half. 
This pastconcertatGund ~rena 
drew the biggest crowd that the 
band has ever played to in Cleve-
land. Their most recent concerts 
include the HORDE Tour at Blos-
som Music Center this past sum-
mer, their concert at the CSU Con-
vocation Center last December and 
a n 
A Bare naked Ladies concert is a 
combination of smging, danc ing, 
improvisational rappmgand maca-
roni and cheese. The concert on 
Wed.,Oc t.l5was no exception. The 
band opened with several songs 
from the newalbum,includingtheir 
current single, "It's All Been Done." 
Lead vocalists Ed Robertson and 
Steven Page then moved on to im-
provise a song about 
thejumpingfountam 
at Tower City. One 
point during the 
show Ed Robertson 
deemed,"meet these-
cun ty guard time." 
Robertson intro-
duced a security 
guard standrng 111 
from of t he stage and 
had him snum 
Roberston's gunar. 
The Barenaked 
Ladies played a mix-
ture of songs from 
each of their albums 
includ ing, "One 
Week,"'Alcohol ,"and 
"Who Needs Sleep?" 
from Stunt, and old 
favorites like, "The 
Old Apartment,' 
"Hel lo City," 'jane," 
and "Shcebox." 
The Barenaked Ladies played to a nearly sold-out Gund Arena crowd along 
with Semi sonic. 
One of the high-
lights of every Barenaked Ladies 
concert is "If I Had a $1,000,000." 
Due to injuries suffered by band 
members, BNL has asked fans not to 
bringKraf t macaroni and cheese to 
concerrsanymore.Regardlessof the 
request, hundreds of fans at the 
Gund Arena found themselves 
smelling like processed cheese af-
terthe band sang,"if I had a million 
dollars we wouldn't have to eat Kraft 
dinner." At that point in the song 
fa ns toss opened boxes of macaroni 
and cheese towa rds the stage 
keys atthe band when they sang, "If 
I had a million dollars I would buy 
you a monkey / Haven't you always 
wanted a monkey'" One fan threw 
a green dress on stage for Steven 
Page to wear after he sang, "I would 
buy you a green dress/ but not a real 
greendressthat'scruel" Page pulled 
the dress on over his clothes and 
wore it throughout the rest of the 
show. 
Improvisa tion is what sets a 
Barenaked Ladies concert apart 
fromanyotherband . Aftersinging 
"If I Had a $1,000,000," B L pre-
sentsa musical montage of popular 
songs. The Cleveland show in-
cluded, Spice Girls and Madonna 
songs and "Closing Time," by open-
ing band, Semisonic. 
The Barenaked Ladies played 
two encores, which included three 
favorite songs that are featured on 
the band's live CD, Rocl! pectacle-
tt ._,..,.~.,..ul,"" " 
and "What a Good Boy." 
TheBarenaked Ladiesarea break 
from the ordinary Their shows are 
not just live performances of their 
grea testb its, they are theatre, da nc-
ing,singing and comedy all in one. 
Seeing one show makes a devoted 
fan, which there were plenty of at 
theGund Arena. Theaudiencesang 
along to every song, including the 
fast parts of "One Week." 
The stage for the Stunt tour m-
cluded a man dressed in a full 
cowbodyoutfit lnonecorncrof the 
stage, he was lowered by tv.ostrings, 
while he played a tambounne. Later, 
a dummy was dropped from the 
same corner of the stage, behind a 
speaker, only to have the cowboy 
pop up, unharmed. Above the stage 
was a huge bright-lighted "BNL" 
sign that dropped down and In up 
during the hrst encore. 
Se mison i opened \or th e 
l>a);w,i;w:9,1..~Cilt~.~ ·~Jll l 1 . 
a short, butentertamlng 45-mlnute 
set, which included several songs 
from thciralbum, FeellngStrangely 
Fine. They played their current 
single, "Singing In My Sleep," early 
on, which received scant recogni-
tion. They closed their set with their 
first hit single, "Closing Time," 
which had thea udiencesingingand 
dancing along 
"Orgazmo" offers little stimulation 
Mark Boleky 
The Carroll News 
Sometimes, you can go into a 
movie and know it is going to be just 
plain bad. 
The advertising, the storyline, 
and even the title just emit themes-
sage "Don't see me!" 
I had this feeling when I went to 
see "Orgazmo" this past weekend. 
And it was right on the money. 
As soon as I walked out of the 
theater, I 11nmediately wished I 
could have had the last 95 minutes 
of my lite back. "Orgazmo" is the 
latest work by "South Park" co-cre-
ator Trey Parker, who wrote, di-
rected, and starred in the film. 
Parker plays joe Young, a devout 
Mormon who comes upon the 
house of a Hollywood adult film 
directorin hisdoor-to-doorcrusade 
to spread the word of the Lord. The 
director Maxxx Or bison (played by 
Michael Deanjacobs) likes what he 
sees in Young, and offers him a siz-
able amount of money to star in his 
latest porno as Captain Orgazmo, a 
superhero who fights sex offenders 
with his ray gun, the Orgazmorator, 
and is then repayed by the women 
he saves through sexual favors. 
Young rei uctantly agrees to do 
thepanbecauseheneedsthemoney 
for his upcoming wedding to Lisa 
(Robyn Lynne Raab), a fellow Mor-
mon who lives in Utah. Young's 
on ly rule is that he will not take 
part in the actual act of sex; a stunt 
man will have to be used. 
Got that? Get th1s: Captain 
Orgazmo's sidekick, Choda Boy, is 
actually an M.l.T. graduate who 
works on physics experiments in 
his basement when not starring in 
pornos. 
He developed a real 
Orgazmorator, which can stun 
people momentarily by giving them 
an instantaneous orgasm Life then 
imita tes art, as the pa1r decide to 
stan fighting crime in the city. us-
ing the Orgazmorator and the ir 
mania 1 arrs skills 
Problems arise when Lisa comes 
to Los Angeles and finds out about 
her fiancee's movie, which became 
wildly successful. Also, Young and 
Choda Boy (Dian Bachar) discover 
Orbison is actually a crime boss, 
who has extorted theirfriends. 
Gee, too bad the AFI's 100 Best 
Filmsof AIIT!mealreadycameout. 
Much of "Orgazmo" is made up 
of shoddyfightscenes,though weak 
attemptsat humor are made. This is 
mostly through random lines that 
try to catch the audience off guard, 
but produce little more than a 
chuckle. 
An example is stage hand 
Rodgers complimenting Young for 
his performance, "You were great 
ourtherejoe. Youknow,Jdon'twant 
"A-Cup" (David Gunn) and "Joe Young" (Trey Parker) in a scene 
from Orazmo, written and directed by Parker. 
to sound like a queer or nothing, but 
I think unicorns are really cool." 
What? 
While the movie tries to poke 
fun at the elements of a typical 
porno, such as bad acting, dumb 
plots and a low budget, "Orgazmo" 
gives little more than bad acting, a 
dumb plot and a low budget. 
As an actor, Parker does well as 
theinnocentchurch-boy,arolesimi-
lartothehapp,.-go-luckydumbguy 
he plays with Matt Stone in those 
bits in between episodes on the 
"South Park" videos. One amusing 
point in the movie is that when 
Parker is in costume as Orgazmo 
His voice sounds just like Garrison. 
"Orgazmo" got a NC-17 rating, 
whtch most likely came because of 
its content and numerous sexual 
vulgarities. The only real nudity is 
in the form of numerous shots of 
male backsides, another element l 
could have done without. 
Originally shown at the 1997 
Toronto Film Festival, "Orgazmo" 
was held from release with the hope 
toeventuall y ex ploi.t Parker's "South 
Park" popularity. 
It should have been kept on the 
shelf even longer. 
3 
EdJrAMtNT 
by Mickey 
Batyske 
Let me start of[ bysaymgthat 
rf you d1dn't believe my "virtual 
baseball" story last 1ssue, !am sure 
)'OU do now. f found It increas-
ingiyfunnyhowsomanypeople 
came up rome saymg how true 
that was but they h.1d JUSl never 
r•ah:ed 11 The truth ts scathmg, 
but oh v.oe11 
Isnt rt funny how eight out of 
ten people who publicly pr:.use 
(read exploit) God seem to get 
caughtuprn ·nndab) Asrdefrom 
almasteverytelevangelrstknown 
to humJnkrnd, \1/C can now add 
thcgos~l pimp Kirk Franklin to 
that hst. 
Remember th.u chc -y song 
"Swmp"from last year? Well, h1s 
famousbackupchorr,GodsProp-
Crt>'· never got any due royalu 
from the rr multt platmum al 
bum rhc benefit I gu~ 15 thai 
Kirk can nowsmghiS pm \SC.~ k>rm 
the Hollywood I hll~ 
Aren't we all excited that 
childhood star, Ricky (oops.. I 
mean Rick) Schroder will be the 
newstarof"NYPDBlue?''Uh-huh. 
['m saying that I've never re-
ally watched the show anyway, 
and this is not the trick that's go-
mg tomakemetune 111 May I 'he 
can chase aft r the crimmals 
riding m that big-ass tram I rom 
his mansion on Silver Spoons 
Now that 'M:>uld be funny 
Asgrcatof :Jn album that rt is, 
it shocks me how many people 
si mrly low th l.auryn I 11\1 .1I 
bum. No dount 11 1s "<:b~>c al 
bum, --~~klrr~,_.-· 
fromanyg nre,butitisoddhow 
11 is so accepted Wlthmal\clas.<;e.<;, 
races and genders 
OnlyLaurynHillcouldmake 
a song that can get mapr rotation 
on the fourth floor of Murphy 
HalLmakeitontothesuper-Bout-
lt DJ Blend tapes and still be a hit 
on college radio nationwide. 
Thatsan accomplishment 
People who are "super alter-
native" love Lauryn. People who 
are "thugged-out" so much they 
don't even smile love Lauryn. Of 
course, real musJC heads wHlbke 
this album. 
Why is that? Could rt be be-
cause it is actually a real musical 
album wnh soulful singing. mce 
instrumentation and heartfelt 
messages? It is amazing that 
something like that could even 
sell in 1998. 
Musrcally.itsgoingtobeanice 
late Fall season_ Among the art-
ists to look out for is OasiS. Their 
newsrngle," Acquiesce," is cooL t ts 
much more drivmg than their 
prev1ous material Their new al-
bum of b-sides drops in early 
November. 
Alsodroppingsoon is the lat-
est in hip-hop collaboration al-
bums Kid Capri: Soundtrack to 
the Streets. Despite the cheesy-as-
hell title, it is very good_lts much 
bettenhan that crap Funk master 
Flex tnes to do. 
Kid Capri takes the best of the 
commercialgarbageand the best 
of the underground and makes it 
all (well, not all) sound good 
Whereelsecan )QUhear hornble 
people like Cam'Ron and Foxy 
Brown on the same album with 
K RWne and Ras Kass and ~t 
all the beats are still somewhat 
good ?This isthealbumjermaine 
Dupri tried to make, but couldn\ 
manage because he sucks. 
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Soul Coughing stands and delivers to Agora crowd 
Nick Kovach 
The Carroll News 
"I'd gtven up o n the music 
business when we first got to-
gether," says Soul Coughtng 
frontman.M Doughty."! was JUSt 
looktng for a good group of guys 
to play some Monday ntght 
shows· 
Two successful albums and 
three tours later the New York 
based quartet brought thetr 
genre-busting sounds to the 
Agora Theatre on OcLOber 15 
Tounng 111 support of thetr most 
recent studio effort, El Oso. 
Doughty and the boys brought 
their A-matenal to Cleveland 
Thts was the fourth time the 
band had made a stop 1n town 
They have played to a consts-
tently larger crowd each and ev-
ery appearance. From thetr tn-
augural Cleveland show at the 
Euclid Tavern to tht s thetr latest 
at the Agora , each trip has seen 
the band's ian support increase. 
And why not7 Fans know 
what to expect a htgh-energy, 
flowing performance with some 
humor thrown in for good mea 
sure. And this show was no dif-
ferent 
The open ing song, 
"Screenwrner's Blues" from Ru by 
Vroom , tells the tal e of the count-
less number of dreamers whose 
dreams have been squashed m 
the world 's most ambnious cny, 
the infamous Los Angeles 
Doughty's gift for construcr-
tng abstract, even chaotic har-
montes took center stage on 
"Screcnwnter's Blues." It really 
got 1 he crowd into the band's 
vi be. 
Each member's mdtvidual tal-
ems was spot lrghted at one t1 me 
or ano th er throughout the 
eventng When it wasn't 
Doughty's rhymes and harmo-
nies, It was key board ist, Mark De 
Glt Antoni on the synrhestzer 
DeGlt Antoni'sshowcasesong 
was easily, "Is Chtcago. Is ot 
Ch tcago," a !so from Ruby Vroom . 
He had the beats per minute up 
around 120 and heads were bob-
bing tn umson everywh ere. 
Drummer Yuval Gabay got his 
due on crowd favorite 
"Sounduack to Mary," from their 
sophomore effort, Irresistible 
BliSS. 
Sandwiched between two 
lesser-known tracks from El Oso. 
"Soundt rack" really seemed to 
bring new life to the show, when 
it seemed like the en-
ergy level was dipptng 
somewhat. 
For true fans 
though. the bass work 
of Sebasuan Stein berg 
IS something to marvel 
at. He IS stmply amaz-
Ing on rhe"bull fidd le" 
as he calls it. He shone 
brightest on the band's 
two btggest stng les 
thus far, "Super Bon-
Bon"and"SoftServe: 
As is often the case 
with huge radto htts, 
whtch both songs were, 
the possibtlity of ex-
pectations can dam pen 
the receptton of the 
song However, 
Stetnbe rg's reworked 
rend 1 uons brought 
down th e house H is 
extended bass solo on 
the band 's encore-clos-
ing ten minute version 
of "Super Bon-Bon"was 
stmply awe-inspiring. 
Soul Coughing played a great show at the Agora Theatre on Thurs., 
Oct.15. 
Other fan favorites the band 
performed included selections 
from Irresistible Bli ss such as 
"White Girl," "lazybones" and 
"Disseminated.""Ci rcles," th eft rst 
single from E1 Oso. was well-re-
ceived, despite Doughty 's off the 
wall story about the television 
show "OZ," which he attempted 
to link to the song. However, no-
ticeably absent fro m the set list 
was the radio-fri end ly ''Janine.' 
Soul Coughing's genre-defy-
ing sound, Doughty's odd lyr ics 
and his un deniable stage pres-
ence made for a very interesting 
and e ntena ining show. 
"Pleasantville" brings color to black and white film season 
Aaron Baker 
Entertainment Editor 
Imagine for a moment that you 
live in what you conceive to be the 
perfect world. This is a world where 
every day is pretty routine. but yet 
I wont to 
not boring. Everything is safe. The 
weather IS never bad.A nd soon,and 
so on. Then imagine what it would 
belike to have what you conceive of 
your world to be shattered 
It's happened \n utopias aU over 
work for on 
accounting firm with 
a somewJlat lenient 
'--~dress code.,---" 
Wrth CM!I' 1,000 local job 
listings, we may actually be able to help. 
Cle.wlond lM! has the largest clatobase of t!flllloymef1t opportunities 
in the area. Which means row, _, those hord-tcrfind 
jobs aren't so hard to Md. 
the world in the past. In a recent 
movie, "Pleasantville," it happens on 
the big screen. 
"Pleasantville" begins in a nor-
mal suburban or small tow n that 
any oneo£ us could have grown up 
in. !t focuses on a brother (Davtd, 
played by Tobey Maguire)andsister 
(Jennife r, played by Reese 
Witherspoon).jennifer is somebody 
many would stereotype as a slut. 
David issomebodythatmanywould 
stereotype as a geek 
They both have plans to watch 
TV on oneparticularevening, which 
is where the initial conflict arises. 
Jennifer wishes to watch a concert 
on MTV with her date, while David 
wantS to watch the "Pleasantville" 
marathon at the same time. 
They end up in a fight over the 
remote, tugging back and forth, 
when it fltes out of both of their 
hands and smashes on the wall. 
What to donn no more thana couple 
seconds, a knock comes at the door, 
and Don KnottS, dressed as a TV 
repai rman is at thefront door. 
Knotts tests the knowledge of 
the brother and finds that he knows 
everythin aboutthe"Pleasantville" 
TV series. He gives him a "spectal" 
remote and the fight between 
brother and sister ensues. When a 
button is pressed on the remote, 
both of them are zapped into the 
television show and are trapped. 
That's how the story begins but 
there is so much more. They have to 
learn how to live in a land where 
swearing, sex, toilets, and above all. 
color, other than black, whueorgray, 
does not exist. 
"Pleasantville," the tow n m the 
mov te, not the movte itself. is like a 
tower of cards. Once you take one 
away. the rest come toppling down. 
Once one belief about life is sha t-
tered,therest follow. The basketbal l 
team doesn't wm every game any-
Introducing Salon Quality 
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with valid 
John Carroll 
ID 
J~ Great Clips for hair. 
more . The weather isn 't constantly 
72 degrees and sunny. There's even a 
thunderstorm. 
WhenJenniferand David bring 
in their outside elements, things 
start to change around 
"Pleasant vi lle."Couplesstart to have 
sex. Peoplestangoingthrough their 
daily routines (gasp!} out of order. 
And color starts w rear irs head all 
over town, not only in nature but in 
many town residents. who are then 
referred to as "coloreds." 
"Pleasantville" has everything 
that you wcu ld need in a film with-
out trying too hard to give it to you. 
There's comedy. especially dunng 
the in iual trapping in the black and 
white sitcom. There's (gasp!) sex. 
And towards the end of the film. 
there are emotional speeches and 
character changes Jeff Damels as 
thesodashopcook,Mr.johnson,and 
Joan Allen as Betty Parker are defi-
nitely highlights. 
Those that liked 'The Truman 
Show" th is past summer will espe-
ctally enjoy "Pleasantville." While 
there are some similarities, between 
the two, "Pleasantville" is it s own 
mov te and a great one at that. 
Pleasantville 
Directed by: Gary 
Ross 
Starring: Joan Allen, 
William H. Macy, 
Toby Maguire, Reese 
Witherspoon, Jeff 
Daniels, and Don 
Knotts 
Running Time: 120 
minutes 
Rated: R 
Grade: A 
r 
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The Carroll News Restaurant Picks 
Tim Sinnott and Nick 
Kovach 
The Carroll News 
This coming weekend is 
Parent's Weekend at John Carroll. 
And we know that everyone here 
needs a good meal every once in a 
while. Especiallysincewehaveto 
endure the cafe te na for about 
seven months of the year So. we 
thought it would be a good idea to 
visit some of our area's favorite 
dining establishments and repn 
them back to you. just in ttme to 
take a little cahs out of your par-
ents' checkbook Hope your enjoy 
the weekend and some good food 
as welL 
Maxf.Enu't 
When venturing to the Flat's,a 
omen fo r the evening is whether 
or not you can find a free parking 
spot. After about fifteen minutes 
of circling the East Bank, we 
stumbled onto a min i-van vacat-
ing its spot. 
"Now we'll actually be able to 
leave a tip." Tim remarked. 
"We could already be eating by 
now, if you'd only gone to the 
ATM." Nick replied 
So, when we entered the res-
taurant, we had ftve mar~ dollars 
to spend than we anticipated . 
which we did immediately, on 
(root) beers. Actually. we ord ered 
the house specialty, Tortilla soup. 
It 's ugly, it smells, and it's orange, 
but is it ever good , going in ... 
Max&Erma's 
(216) 771-8338 
Location: East Bank 
of the Flats 
Food:3.5 
Service:4 
Atmosphere: 3.25 
Price: 3 
Overall: 3.25 
Our waitress, Tiffany, did not 
break into song upon seeing us in 
her station, however, since she had 
no other tables, she had to serve us. 
And it's a good thing she did, see-
ing as how we were reviewing her 
servtce and all. Tim, the daredevil 
that he aspires to be, ordered the 
Garbage Burger, which looks ex-
ac tly like it sounds, but tastes a lot 
better. Topped with Guacamole, 
lettuce, toma to, mozzarella cheese, 
onions and just about anythi ng 
else they could throw berwee n the 
buns. Nick anticipating Tim's 
gastro-intestinal distress, instead 
opted for the Market Day Salad. 
Consisti ng of eggs, bacon , cheese, 
and the rest of the salad standards, 
it was well wonh the$7 .29itcosts. 
Eve rythi ng was good, with the 
exception of the over-cheesed and 
under-baconed potato skins , 
which weredisappomttng As for 
the atmosphere, what more can 
besatd other than as we heard the 
drones of Celine Dian over the 
sound system, we noticed a rather 
large sailing vessel roll past on 
the Cuya hoga Rtver. We both 
swear we leonardo DiCaprio's 
skinny chest hanging over the 
bow. 
So, to take your parents to the 
Flat's, without submitting you r 
mom to catcalls heard at the 
Beach Cl ub, take a trip to Max & 
Erma's. 
CIMiaM ChoptlouM f. JnwltY 
As the name suggests, this rela-
tively new establishment , has an 
on-site brewery and tours of it are 
offered. We would have take n them 
up on the tour, if it weren't for the 
whole underage deal The first 
thing we learned was to expect to 
wait for a table downtown on a 
Saturday night.lf we had any real 
patience, the Hard Rock Cafe 
would be reviewed here, but three 
hours for average food at innated 
prices and crummy T-shirts did 
not sound very appealing. 
So we left our names with the 
hostess, then took a look at our-
selves, versus everyone else in the 
restaurant. It was not hard to spot 
the two guys who got back from 
another Umversity of Michigan 
football game. As if Tim 's JCU 
Hammer wtndpants weren't 
enough, we were also wearing 
matchmg Mtchigan shnts and 
hats. needless to say, we were a 
little underdressed for the occa-
sJon, but then again we were over-
dressed for the Hard Rock 
Our waitress Shelley was still 
kindly enough to ask two poor 
college students tf they would like 
to try the night's specials: Walleye 
and Shark Tim's a big Greg 
Norman fan, so we avoided the 
shark like the PlAGUE! We fmally 
decided on Tenderlom Tips and 
Mushrooms for N1ck and the Ha-
zelnut Chicken for Tim. an you 
say the food was money? Because 
tha t'sexact lyw hat it was. It d idn't 
hurt that before takmg our order 
drink orders, Shelley dropped off 
a ptece of corn bread the size of a 
hubcap. It was devoured before 1t 
even touched the table The salad 
was made up largely of that really 
expensive iceberg \euuce that no 
one really ltkes, but looks hke tt 
might be good, but it wasn 't How-
ever. the salad was the funhest 
thing from our minds, seeing as 
we had noteatensinceabout noon, 
and it was now l0:30PM. 
Everything wasexcellent,f rom 
the green beans to the whiteched-
dar mashed potatoes. There were 
no words exchanged for almost 
twenty minutes, just shoveling. 
The tenderlom was exactly that, 
tender as could be and the hazel-
nut chicken wasdefimtel y Perdue. 
For desert we had Butterfingers 
tce cream pie If we have notice-
ably gai ned weight, it ts mostly 
due to this. We split it and it near! y 
split us, 1t was the size of a Yugo. 
Surrounded by the sounds of 
Frank Sinatra, The Brian Setzer 
Orchestra and Tim's floor's favor -
He The Blues Brothers, the atmo-
sphere was sophtsncated, yet re-
laxed. And thank God . because 
otherwtse our T-shirts might have 
seemed out of place m a restau-
rant where busboys wear tuxedo 
shirts 
Overall, the Cleveland Chop-
house & Brewery was a mce sur-
pnse. Having only been open for a 
short whtle, we did not know what 
to expect, as seen m our atme, but 
it wa thoroughly enjoyable. 
Oeve. Chopha.lse 
& Brewery 
(2 16) 623-0909 
Location W St. Clai r and 
W. 6th Downtown 
Food: 4 25 
Service: 4.75 
Atmosphere: 5 
Pricc:4 
Overall: 4.5 
How can a decision you make every 10 
seconds change your life forever ? 
Come and listen to the tragic 
story of Bobby Petrocelli 
as he speaks on Wednesday, 
November 4th at 4:00p.m. in 
the S.A.C. Conference Room. 
....... ," . . . .-
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Soul Coughing stands and delivers to Agora crowd 
Nick Kovach 
The Carroll News 
"l 'd gtven up on the mustc 
business when we fi rst go t to-
ge th er." says So ul Co ughin g 
f rontman, M Doughty. "I was just 
lookmg for a good group of guys 
to play some Monday nigh t 
shows" 
Two successful albums and 
rhree tours later, the . ew York 
based quartet brought t hetr 
gcnre-busung sounds to the 
Agora Theatre on October IS 
Toun ng m support of the tr most 
recent stud to effort. El Oso, 
Doughty and the boys brought 
rhet r A-maten al to Cleveland 
Th1 s was the fourt h time the 
ba nd had made a stop tn rown 
They have played ro a consis-
tentl y larger crowd each and ev-
ery appearance From their m-
augural Cleveland show at the 
Euclid Tavern to thts their latest 
at the Agora, each tnp has seen 
the band's fan support Increase. 
And why not? Fans know 
what to expect a high-energy, 
f lowmg performance with some 
humor thrown in for good mea-
sure. And thts show was no dtf-
feren t. 
The opening song, 
"Screenwriter's Blues" from Ruby 
Vroo m. tells the tale of the count-
less number of drea mers whose 
dreams have been squashed m 
the world 's most ambitious city. 
the mfamous Los Angeles 
Dought>•'s gtft for construct-
tng abstract , even chaotic har-
monics took cen ter s tage on 
"Screenwrtter's Blues." It really 
got the crowd tnto the ba nd's 
vtbe. 
Eac h member's 1ndiv1dual tal-
ents was spot ltghted at one ti me 
or an ot her t hrou ghout the 
eve ntng When It wasn't 
Doughty's rhymes and harmo-
mes,t L waskeyboardtst,Ma rk De 
Glt Antoni on the synthesizer 
DeGii Anton t'sshowcasesong 
was easily. "Is Ch1cago, Is Not 
Chicago," also from Ru by Vroom. 
He ha d th e beats per minute up 
arou nd 120 and heads were bob-
bing in un tson everywh ere. 
Drummer Yuval Gabay got his 
due on crowd favorite 
"Soundtrack to Mary," from their 
sophomore effort, I rresi st i ble 
Bliss. 
Sandwiched between two 
lesser-known tracks from El Oso, 
"Soundtrack " really seemed to 
br ing new life to the show, when 
it seemed like the en-
ergy level was d1ppmg 
somewhat. 
For true fans 
though , the bass work 
of Sebastlan Ste1n berg 
1s something to marvel 
at. He 1s s1mply amaz-
mg on the "bull fidd le" 
as he calls it. He sho ne 
brightest on the ba nd 's 
t wo biggest s1ng les 
thus fa r, "Super Bon-
Bon" and "Soft Ser ve." 
As 1s often the case 
wt th huge rad10 htts, 
wh1ch both songs were, 
the possibtlity of ex-
pectauonscan dampen 
the reception of the 
song Howe ver, 
Stel n be rg's rewo rked 
rend it ions brought 
dow n th e house. His 
extended bass solo on 
the band 's encore-clos-
ing ten minute version 
of "Super Bon-Bon"was 
simply awe-inspir ing 
Soul Coughing played a great show at the Agora Theatre on Thurs., 
Oct.15. 
Other fan favomes the band 
performed included selections 
from Irresistible Bliss such as 
"White Girl ," "Lazybones" and 
"Disseminated .""Circles," the first 
single from El Oso, was well-re-
ceived, despite Doughty's off the 
wall swry about the television 
show "OZ." which he attempted 
to link to the song. However, no-
ticeably absent from the set list 
was the radio~ fri e ndly "j an me " 
Soul Cough mg's genre-defy-
ing sound, Doughty 's odd lyrics 
and his undeniable stage pres-
ence made for a very interesting 
and enterta ining show. 
"Pleasantville" brings color to black and white film season 
Aaron Baker 
Entertainment Edi tor 
lmagme for a moment that you 
bve in what you conceive to be the 
perfect world. Thts 1sa world where 
every day is pretty routine, but yet 
I want to 
not bon ng. Everything is safe. The 
weather is neverbad.And soon,and 
so on Then imagine what it would 
belike to have what youconcei veof 
your world to be shattered 
It's happened in uto'piasallover 
work for on 
accounting firm with 
a somewliot lenient 
'--~dress code_,.. __ , 
With OW!r 1,000 local job 
listings, we may actually be able to help. 
Clevelond LiYe has the largest datobase of ~ opportunities 
in the area. Which means now, even those hard-to-find 
jobs Ofen't so hard to find. 
www.cleveland.com 
cg.tt:;t¥Jl%·ikiil-
the world in the past. In a recent 
movie, "Pleasamv ille." it happens on 
the big screen. 
"Pleasantville" begins in a nor-
mal suburban or small town tha t 
any one of us could have. grown up 
in. It focuses on a brother (Davtd, 
played byTobeyMaguire)andsJster 
(Jennifer, played by Reese 
Witherspoon}jenniferissomebody 
many would stereotype as a slut. 
David issomebodythatmanywould 
stereotype as a geek. 
They both have plans to watch 
TVononepanicula revening,which 
is where the initi al confl ict arises. 
Jenni fer wishes to watch a concert 
on MTV with her date, while David 
wants to watch the "Pleasantville" 
marathon at the same time. 
They end up in a fight over the 
remote, tugging back and forth, 
when it flies out of both of their 
hands and smashes on the wall. 
Whattodo?lnnomorethanacouple 
seconds, a knock comes at the door, 
and Don Knotts, dressed as a TV 
repairman is at the front door. 
Knotts tests the knowledge of 
the brother and finds that he knows 
everythin aboutthe"P\easantville" 
TV series. He gives him a "special" 
remote and the fight between 
brother and sister ensues. When a 
button is pressed on the remote, 
both of them are zapped into the 
television show and are trapped. 
That's how the story begins but 
there is so much more. They have to 
learn how to live in a land where 
swearing. sex, roilets,and above all, 
color,otherthan black, whneorgray, 
does not exist. 
"Pleasantville," the town m the 
mov1e, not the movie itself. is like a 
rower of cards. Once you take one 
away, the rest come toppling down. 
Once one belief about life is shat-
tered, the rest follow. The basket ba 11 
team doesn't wm every game any-
Introducing Salon Quality 
At a Down-To-Earth Price 
Now Open 
University Cornen 
2175 S. Taylor Road 
Unlvenlty Heights 
397-1350 
' 
New Plaza, around the corner from 
Hollywood VIdeo at Cedar & Taylor 
.$2.00 Off 
Haircut & Blowdry - Reg. $9 
with valid 
John Carroll 
ID 
J~ Gl-eat Clips for hair. 
more. The weather isn't constantly 
72 degrees and sunny. There's even a 
thunderstorm. 
Whenjenniferand David bring 
in their outside elements, things 
start to change around 
"Pleasant vi lle "Couplessta rt to have 
sex. People start going through their 
daily routines (gasp!) out of order. 
And color starts to rear Its head all 
over town, not only in nature but in 
many town residents, who are then 
referred to as "coloreds." 
"Pleasantville" has everything 
that you would need in a film with-
out trying too hard to give it to you. 
There's comedy, especially during 
the imualtrapping in the black and 
white si tcom. There's (gasp!) sex. 
And towards the end of the film, 
there are emotional speeches and 
character changes Jeff Damels as 
thesodashopcook,Mr.johnson,and 
Joan A !len as Betty Parker are defi-
nite! y high lights 
Those that liked "The Truman 
Show" this past summer wtll espe-
Cially enjoy "Pleasa ntville." While 
there are some si m tlan ties, between 
the two, "Pleasantville" is irs own 
mov1e and a great one at that. 
Pleasantville 
Directed by: Gary 
Ross 
Starring: Joan Allen, 
William H. Macy, 
Toby Maguire, Reese 
Witherspoon, Jeff 
Daniels, and Don 
Knotts 
Running Time: 120 
minutes 
Rated: R 
Grade: A 
r 
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The Carroll News Restaurant Picks 
Tim Sinnott and Nick 
Kovach 
The Carroll News 
This coming weekend is 
Parent's Weekend atjohn Carroll. 
And we know that everyone here 
needs a good meal every once in a 
while. Especially since we have ro 
endure the cafeteria for about 
seven months of the year. So, we 
thought it would be a good idea to 
visit some of our area's favorite 
dining establishments and reprt 
them back to you, just in time to 
take a little cahs out of your par-
ents' checkbook. Hope your enJOY 
the weekend and some good food 
as welL 
Max f. &1M's 
When venturing to the Flat's, a 
omen for the evening is whether 
or not you can find a free parking 
spot. After about fifteen minutes 
of circling the East Bank, we 
stumbled onto a mini-van vacat-
ing its spot. 
" ow we'll actually be able to 
leave a tip." Tim remarked. 
"We could already be eating by 
now, if you'd only gone to the 
ATM." Nick replied 
So when we entered the res-
taura'nt, we had ftve more dollars 
to spend than we anticipated. 
wh1ch we did immediately, on 
(root) beers. Actually. we ordered 
the house specialty, Tortilla soup. 
It's ugly, it smells, and it's orange, 
but is tt ever good, going in ... 
Max&Erma's 
(216) 771-8338 
Location: East Bank 
of the Flats 
Food: 3.5 
Service:4 
Atmosphere: 3.25 
Price:3 
Overall: 3.25 
Our waitress, Tiffany, did not 
break into song upon seeing us in 
her station, however, since she had 
no other tables , she had to serve us. 
And it's a good thing she did, see-
ing as how we were reviewing her 
service and all. Tim, the daredevil 
that he aspires to be, ordered the 
Garbage Burger, which looks ex-
actly like it sounds, buttastesa lot 
better. Topped with Guacamole, 
lettuce, tomato, mozzarella cheese, 
onions and just about anything 
else they could throw between the 
buns. Nick anticipating Tim's 
gastro-intestinal distress, instead 
opted for the Market Day Salad. 
Consisting of eggs, bacon , cheese, 
and the rest of the salad standards, 
it was well worth the $7.29 it costs. 
Everythmg was good, with the 
exception of the over-cheesed and 
under-baconed pota to skins , 
which were disappointing. As for 
the atmosphere, what more can 
be said other than as we heard the 
drones of Celine Dion over the 
sound system, we noticed a rather 
large sailing vessel roll past on 
the Cuyahoga River We both 
swear we Leonardo DiCaprio's 
skinny chest hangmg over the 
bow. 
So, to take your parents to the 
Flat's, without submitting your 
mom to catcalls heard at the 
Beach Club, take a trip to Max & 
Erma's. 
ClewlaM Chophoaa f. Jrewll"( 
As the name suggests, this rela-
tively new establishment, has an 
on-site brewery and tours of it are 
offered. We would have taken them 
up on the tour, if it weren't for the 
whole underage deal. The first 
thing we learned was to expect to 
wait for a table downtown on a 
Saturday night. If we had any real 
patience, the Hard Rock Cafe 
would be reviewed here, but three 
hours for average food at inflated 
prices and crummy T-shirts did 
not sound very appealing. 
So we left our names wtth the 
hostess. then took a look at our-
selves, versus everyone else in the 
restaurant. It was not hard to spot 
the two guys who got back from 
another University of Michigan 
football game. As if Tim's JCU 
Hammer windpants weren ' t 
enough, we were also weanng 
matching Mich1gan shtrts and 
hats needless to say, we were a 
little underdressed for the occa-
sion, but then a gam we were over-
dressed for the Hard Rock. 
Our waitress Shelley was still 
kindly enough to ask two poor 
college students if they would like 
to try the night's specials: Walleye 
and Shark . Tim's a big Greg 
Norman fan , so we av01ded the 
shark ltkethePLAGUE!Wefinally 
decided on Tenderloin Tips and 
Mushrooms for Nick and the Ha-
zelnut Chicken for Tim. Can you 
say the food was money? Because 
t hat'sexactly what it was. It didn 't 
hurt that before taking our order 
drink orders, Shelley dropped off 
a piece of cornbread the size of a 
hubcap. lt was devoured before it 
even touched the table. The salad 
was made up largely of that reall y 
expe nsive iceberg lettuce that no 
one rea lly hkes, but looks like it 
might be good, but it wasn't. How-
ever, the salad was the furthest 
thing from our minds, seeing as 
we had noteatensinceaboutnoon, 
and it was now !0:30PM 
Everything wasexcellem.f rom 
the green beans to the white ched-
dar mashed potatoes There were 
no words exchanged for almost 
twenty minutes, just shoveling. 
The tenderloin was exactly that, 
tender as could be and the hazel-
nutchicken wasdefinitely Perdue. 
For desert we had Butterfmgers 
1ce cream pie. If we have notice-
ably gained wetght, it is mostly 
due to this We split it and It nearly 
split us, it was the size of a Yugo. 
Surrounded by the sounds of 
Frank Sinatra, The Brian Setzer 
Orchestra and Tim's floor's favor-
ite , The Blues Brothers, the atmo-
sphere was sophisticated, yet re-
laxed. And thank God, because 
otherw1seour T-shms m1ght have 
seemed out of place in a restau-
rant where busboys wear tu~:edo 
shms 
Overall, the Cleveland Chop-
house & Brewery was a nice sur-
prise Havingonlybeenopenfora 
short while, we did not know what 
to expect, as seen in our amre, but 
it was thoroughly enjoyable 
Cleve. ctqJhoose 
& Brewery 
(216) 623-0909 
Location: W St. Cla1r and 
W 6th Downtown 
Food: 4.25 
Service: 4 75 
Atmosphere: 5 
Price:4 
Overall: 45 
How can a decision you make every 10 
seconds change your life forever ? 
Come and listen to the tragic 
story of Bobby Petrocelli 
as he speaks on Wednesday, 
November 4th at 4:00 p.m. in 
the S.A.C. Conference Room. 
~ ,. I' .. ~ .. •• • ~ .. 
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Where to dine for Parent's Weekend 
Cha~~tpp"s 
A~tterlcana 
The Broncos and thejaguars 
were playing and the bartender 
was from Denver,soafterabout 
an hour of whining at the bar, 
we were seated. Our server, 
Mike, did not seem happy w be 
there on a Sunday night and a 
couple of college kids were 
probably the last patrons he 
wanted, but he survived. We 
were forced to resort resign lan-
guage because the music was 
so loud, but amazingly Mike 
was fluent in stgn as well. 
We ordered good football 
game food. ick got a club 
sandwich and Tim got Filet 
Mignon Qust kidding). He re-
all ygotacheeseburger. We also 
ordered a large, make that huge 
portion of Champp's fries, 
which comes with a strange 
sour cream concoction, which 
Mike recommended over t he 
blaring sounds of Winger. It 
was rather good, which was a 
surprise, because it almost 
made Nick violent] y ill upon 
laying eyes on it. 
If you are a sports fan, a little 
short on cash and don't rea lly 
want to be forced to talk to your 
parentS,JUSt eat, then Champp's 
might be the place for you We 
opted ro avoid desert because 
as anyone who has ever seen 
"Monty Python's The Meaning 
of Life" knows, we were afraid 
ro cat even the "wafer-thin 
mmt" for fear of exploding. 
Overall the lood was decent, 
the ::,ervJce average and t he 
Bronco won, so the atmo -
sphere a little rumed by t he 
gloatmg bartender, but we were 
not exactly looking for the 
Hyde Park Grille after already 
eating roughly 40 pounds of 
food In a three day period. 
Champp's 
Americana 
( 440) 605-9222 
Location: Landerbrook 
C ircle, Ly ndh urs t 
Food:3 
Service: 4 
Atmosphere: 4 
Price: 2 
Overall: 3 
One of the th ings we fai led 
to mention abo ut the Chop-
house was t ha t Shelley see med 
to t h ink that the two of us were 
"more than fr iends." 
While this is far from the 
tru th (and Nick wan ts every-
onetoknowthat h e hasa VERY 
steady girlfriend and Tim is 
happily married and a father 
of two), Nick put some doubts 
in the mind of Ryan,ourserver 
at J Alexander's, by order ing 
quiche. Tim tried to overcom-
pensate by orde ring a 20ounce 
s lab of raw m eat, t he J 
Alexander's famous prime rib. 
Arriving during the busiest 
hour of the evening on Sunday 
(5:30) was not the best idea, 
however, we only waited about 
twenty minute for a table. One 
of the highlights of the oucmg 
were the 24 ounce beverages, 
which surpassed even Tim's 
prime rib in sheer size value. 
And as soon as we set down an 
empty glass, a full one was 
there to take the place of the 
old one. 
We liked the challenge, but 
fell off pace, since we didn't 
have access to a catheter and 
the bathroom was a long walk 
away. 
For appetizers we ordered 
the Spinach Con Queso and 
house tortilla ch ips. Nick also 
ordered the Chef salad, with 
turkey, ham and cheese. They 
were both superior selections. 
The chips were gone so fats 
you could have mistaken them 
fora parking spot in the Belvoir 
lot. The salad was monstrous 
and just taki ng a fork to it 
caused an overfl ow onto t he 
table . 
When the entrees came out, 
Ryan seemed to be leaning a 
little to his left and soon we 
discovered why, he was carry-
ing half a cow on Tim's plate. 
We recall hearing a faint "Moo" 
when it hit the table. But can't 
be sure. 
Nick's quiche was a little 
lighter, but not much. [t was 
baked with turkey ham and 
cheese and seemed to have a 
little onion flavor to it as wel l. 
While Tim sawed off pieces 
of salt-covered early death, 
Nick marveled at his ability to 
remain sitting upright. The 
When you get those an noy-
ing napkins that always stick 
to your drink, try this: lift the 
glass up and pour a little salt 
on the napkin. Thesaltactsasa 
barrier between the cu p and 
the napkin w h ich makessticky 
napkins a thing of the past It's 
a miracle of modern physics. 
Nic~ : 
I recommend taking all of 
your Dave Matthews Band COs 
to Record Exchange, because 
then you can afford to hit the 
C leveland Chophouse & Brew-
ery. 
[have to admit that we kind 
of stumbled onto it, after de-
ciding that a three hour wait 
was a bit extreme for the Hard 
Rock Cafe. However, the setting 
is great, the service excellent 
and the service quality. 
Also, if you have the time 
waste, take the brewery tou r, 
the enormous ch rome tanks 
behind the bar are impressive. 
F inally, if you can find a 
parking spot on the street, don't 
look a gift horse in the mouth . 
•••Nick"s 
Restaurant 
If they have a house spe-
cialty, order it. They would 
never recommend something 
if they were not positive that is 
was excellent. 
Also, listen to the specials. 
Often patrons miss out on a 
great entree because they are 
not on the menu. 
J Alexander's 
( 440) 449-9131 
Irottn Land erbrook 
Circle, Lyndhurst 
Food: 5 
Service: 4 
Atmosphere: 4 
Price: 4.5 
Overall: 4.5 
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD. 
Your Uncle Sam. Every year 
Army ROTC awards scholarships to 
hundreds of talented students. 
If you qualify, these merit-
based scholarships can help 
you pay tuition and educa-
tional fees. They even pay a flat rate 
for textbooks and supplies. You can 
also receive an allowance of 
up to $1500 each school year 
the scholarship is in effect. 
Find out today if you qualify. 
ARMY ROT£ 
TBE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details , visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo 
Student Center, or call397-4421 
The Carroll News, October 29, 1998 SPORTS 
Women only fall team in playoffs 
Bob McCarthy 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Entenngthe final week of regu-
lar season competition, the John 
Carroll University women's soc-
cer team knew that a smgle vtc-
tory m Its final two contests would 
produce a berth to the Ohio Ath-
letic Conference postseason tour-
nament ln actuality, the Blue 
Streaks earned a bid to the tourna-
ment, their first bid since 1992, 
through no domg of thetr own. 
After losing to Heidelberg,3-l, 
last Wednesday in the next to last 
game of the season, the Blue 
Streaks figured a win againstCapi-
ta lm the season finale would se-
cure a top four finish within the 
conference, which is necessary in 
order to advance to the tourna-
ment. 
However, Baldwi n-Wallace 
defeated Mount Union. which at 
the time sha red fourth place in rhe 
OAC with the Streaks, l-0, in over-
time, which eliminated the Purple 
Ratders from any postseason play 
and gavejCU the subsequent bid. 
"We knew a win would get us 
in, and a fter the loss we learned 
that Mount Union had been elimi-
nated and we were headed to the 
tournament even before our final 
game," said second year head 
coach Tracy Blasius. 
With this in mind, the Blue 
Streaks traveled to Capital to take 
on the Crusaders, who were tied 
for first at the time and ranked 
fifth Ill the Divtsion Ill Great Lakes 
Region. With a bid to the playoffs 
already secured, the Blue Streaks 
upset the highly touted Crusad-
ers, l-0, behind a goal from jumor 
co- captain Maureen Mohney. 
"Becausewealready had a berth 
to the tou rn ament, preparation for 
the game against Capital was 
much easier because rhe pressure 
was off," said Blasius. "We went 
out much more relaxed, and that 
was evident in our play." 
The relaxed approach showed 
in the play of sophomore goal-
keeper Samantha Sommer, who 
was playing in only her second 
game since returning from an 
ankle injury suffered in the Ohio 
t'\orthern game on Oct. 3. 
Sommer stopped all of the 13 
shms that she faced in earning her 
third shutout of the season, while 
mcreasing her OAC -leadmgsaves 
per game average to 12.0. Two of 
the 13savescame in dramatic fash-
ion as Sommer twice stymied 
Capnal breakaways to preserve 
the shutout. 
"Samantha had an awesome 
outmg, and when she is on like 
that it sparks our team," said 
Blasius. "She is a real team leader 
in mtensity and that isconragwus 
and spreads throughout the rest 
of the team." 
The continued success of 
Sommer, as well asJCU's team de-
fense, f1gures to be the keys to 
postseason success for the Blue 
Streaks. 
In semi-final act1on, fourth-
seeded Carroll was matched 
against top-seeded Ohio Northern 
yesterday at Ohio onhern, who 
fmished theseason8-1 in OAC play 
including a victory against JCU. 
This did not imimidate the Blue 
Streaks, however, becausejCU ral-
lied back from a 3-0 first half defi -
cit, only to fall, 3-2, on Oct. 3. 
"We feel as If we have the mo-
men tum entering this game, be-
cause of the way the second half 
went when we last played Ohio 
Northern. We fought back and 
missed a potential game-tying 
goal right before the end of regu-
lation," said Blasius. "'We had them 
on their heel and they were defi-
nuely frazzled , and despite the 
records and the seeds, we feel that 
we are the better team" 
A win will allow the Blue 
treaks to advance to the fmals 
against the winner of yesterday's 
other semi-fina l match between 
second-seeded Capita l and thud-
seeded Heidelberg. 
women's soccer 
Next game: Yesterday, ONU 
Site &r Time: at ONU, 2p.m. 
Key Fact The last time the Blue 
Streaks were the fourth-seeded 
team, they upset top-seeded 
B-W 111 a 2-0shutout 
Football bounces back after loss 
Mark Boleky 
Sports Editor 
It didn't take long after the 27-26 loss to 
Baldwm-Wallace two weeks ago for the john 
Carroll Universuyfootball team to make upns 
mind 8-2 is the on! o tion . 
, OW 
out of the playoff hunt, this past Saturday's 
game at Muskingum represented theftrstcon-
test in their end-of -the-season stretch of play-
ing games for the purpose of pride instead of 
the postseason. 
And that game got off to a jump start, as 
JUnior David Ziegler returned the opening kick-
off 91 yards to gt ve jCU a lead it would never 
relinquish,goingon to beat the Muskies, 37-20. 
"When you se t yo ur expectations so high, 
the BW loss kind of burst our bubble," head 
coach Tony DeCa rlo sa id "We have to under-
stand that its not the end of the world, that we 
have to get back to business. David really got 
us going." 
photo by Jun Kobor 
However, the j CU offense was unusually 
sluggish in the fi rs t quart er, gaining only 40 
tota l yards. A not her rare occurance was a slow 
start by senior quarterback Nick Caseri o, who 
missed some ope n receivers and was 4-for-10 
with an interception in the first quarter. 
The Carroll coaches felt a change was 
needed, and so they went to a "Triangle" set , 
lining up two fullbacks and a tailback behind 
Case rio. 
Doug Moore (48),John Pellegrini (46), and Chad Miller (1) eye up the next play, just as 
the Blue Streaks look ahead to remaining three games with the hope of finishing the 
season at 8-2 
"We've had the Triangle offense in for about 
three weeks, maybe even longer," Ziegler said. 
"We put it in there, and they really couldn't 
stop it. We just kept getting chunks of yards, 
two, three, four, five yards every time." 
Muskingum scored a touchdown in be-
tween a pair of sophomore placekicker David 
Vitatoe fi eld goals, one of which was from a 
ca reer -long 4 7 yards, to put theJCU lead at 12-
6 as halftime neared. 
ball out of the air as much as possible, and the 
first hall proved why. Muskingum quarter-
back jeff Morris comple ted only one of nine 
passes by half time, with junior cornerback 
Mike Soeder intercepting him once. 
When Morris did pass, most were out of the 
play action, but the Carroll defense was rarely 
fooled. 
'We knew the run was basically what they 
like to do,' said freshman defensive tackle Eric 
Urdzik, who combined withSoedertorecorda 
The Blue Streaks got the 
ball with 1:43left in the sec-
ond q uaner. Going to thefour 
wide receiver set , they 
marched 52 yards down the 
field in eigh t plays, finishing 
with a 20-yard scoring pass 
from Caserio to junior wide 
receiver j osh McDa niels. 
Caserio then scored the con -
version on a two-yard run, 
putting the Blue Streaks up, 
football 
sack on Morris in the sec-
ond half. "Their s ta{istics 
showed they run at least 85 
percent of the tim e, and 
when it 's like that , yo u 
know they're almost always 
going to run on fi rst and 
second down, unless they 
get down by a lot.' 
20-6, at ha lf. 
The Carroll defense knew 
the Muskies would keep the 
Next game: Sat. vs. Heidelberg 
Site, time, radio: Wasmer Field, 
1:30, 88.7 WJCU-FM. 
Key fact Heidelberg's j eff Brock 
leads the OAC in rushing this 
yea r with 911 yards, whilej CU's 
defense is ranked thtrd against 
the r un. 
It was, in fact, a fi ve-yard 
touchdow n pass by Morris 
to Homer Atki ns early in 
the thrid quarter to close 
jCU's lead to 20-13 
That set off the Blue 
Streaks for three straight unanswered scores, 
as Vitatoe ki.cked his third field goal of the 
game, a 22-yard boot with 3:24left in the third 
quarter. Carroll also added to the blowout with 
10-yard touchdown pass from Caserio to se-
nior tailback Mike Ten Brink and a 27-yard 
scoring toss from sophomore Eric Marcy to 
McDaniels. 
Ten Brink gained 100 yards on 25 carries, 
his fourth 100-yard game this season. He also 
leads the conference in scoring wi th ILl points 
per game. 
The Blue St reaks will see another run-based 
team this week,as Heidelberg comes to Wasmer 
Field for Parent's Weekend . The 'Berg owns a 2-
5 overall record , 2-4 in the OAC 
The high point for the Heidelberg this sea-
son was the fi rst half of their game at Mount 
Union, where Heidelberg took a 17-13lead into 
halftime. 
"That's the crazy thing about th is league, 
any given week one team can play another one 
tough,' said DeCarlo, whose team beat Heidel-
berg, 35-10, last year. , Heidelberg! is a ro ugh, 
strong team, with big linemen, a nd they've 
gtven us trouble in t he past." 
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Glad to have 
Blasius back 
Random thoughts from a ran-
domperson .. 
e ComingJntothisseason,JCU 
women's soccer head coach Tracy 
Blasius was offered an asststant 
coachingjob at Dart mouth, one of 
the top teams 1n Division 1 this 
season, by her 
SISter, Kelly, the 
team 's head 
coach Blasi us 
turned the offer 
down. 
She wanted 
to build on the 
success her 
young team had 
______ last year, her 
Commentary first as a head 
coach And as 
of right now, thatts looking hke a 
great decisiOn. 
ln all reality, the women's soc-
cer team had no business making 
the playoffs this season At some 
pomt this year, Blasms had to won-
der tf she was gomg to have to lace 
up and gointoactton Two starters 
were lost early m the season for 
the yeartOtnJUry. Four others have 
tmssed at least one game. 
But the team qualified for the 
playoffs lasr week.a true te::.ta ment 
to BlasiUs and her players for ns-
mg above adversity. 
• Sweet ca ll byrheOAC sched-
u le ma kers ro put t he jCU-
Batdwm-Wallace game during 
John Carroll's fall bre.1k 1 hts 
~arne 1s t he most excump, for C~lch 
tc~mycarln.lndyc,\Jotll .1ndth1~ 
" I · -~-~~-~~-. 
l!'s too bad so manyC trroll kids 
l1ad to mtss one of the best D1vt 
ston Ill college games l'veevcrsel!n 
• Th ts week bnngs the OAC 
Cross Country Cham p10nshi ps ro 
northeast Ohio. Lucky for the 
Streaks, hosting honors a re not 
doled out on the basis of mem. 
For years, the cross coun rry teams 
have been some of the weakest 
programs arjCU. 
That has changed thlS season 
for the women's 58uad, who have 
consistently placed among the 
better teams in the OAC th is sea-
son. Powered by a solid group of 
freshmen and a pack runmng 
strategy that has helped overall 
tea m scores, look for the women to 
grea tly improve on thei r sevemh 
place fi nish at OAC's last year 
The men's ream, however, IS 
headed in an opposite direction. 
It's still pretty bad 
e Even more out of con trol 
than Dennis Rodman's hair and 
Allen Iverson's criminal record is 
the latest N B.A. lockout. Don 't the 
owners learn anything from Ma-
jor League Baseball? 
The last stoppage of play in 
professional sports was the base-
ball strike four years ago, which 
greatly hurt the sport's popular-
tty that has only fully returned 
this year because of the home run 
chase. 
As if basketball didn'r have 
enough trouble getting people to 
relate to its seven-foot, $10 million 
a year players that start ba r room 
brawls. Allowing the lockout to 
continue will only further disas-
sociate t he fans, who ca n't under-
stand why players cannot accept 
their double d igit mil lion dollar 
salaries. l find it hard to under-
stand ow ners crying about losmg 
money, when every one of them is 
more than wil ling to fork over cash 
to the newest superstar. 
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Where to dine for Parent's Weekend 
Cha111pp"s 
A111erteana 
The Broncos and the jaguars 
were playing and the bartender 
was from Denver,soafterabout 
an hour of whining at the bar, 
we were seated. Our server, 
Mike, did not seem happy w be 
there on a Sunday night and a 
couple of college kids were 
probably the last patrons he 
wanted, but he survived . We 
were forced to resort w sign lan-
guage because the musJC was 
so loud, but amazing I y Mike 
was fluent in sign as well. 
We ordered good football 
game food . Nick got a club 
sandwich and Tim got Filet 
Mignon Qust kidding} He re-
al! ygotacheeseburger. We also 
ordered a large, make that huge 
portion of Champp's fries, 
which comes wiLh a strange 
sour cream concoction, which 
Mike recommended over the 
blaring sounds of Winger. It 
was rather good, whtch was a 
surprise , because it a lmos t 
made Nick violently ill upon 
laying eyes on it. 
lf you are a sports fan,a little 
short on cash and don 't really 
want to beforced total k to your 
parentS,JUSt eat, then Champp's 
tmght be the place for you We 
opted to avoid dese rt because 
as a n yone wh o has eve r see n 
"Mo nty Py th o n 's T he Meaning 
of Life" knows, we were afraid 
to eat even the "wafer -thin 
mint" for fear of exploding. 
Overall thefood was decent, 
rhc ;,cn•ice .:tvcro~gc and the 
Broncos won, so the atmo-
sphere a ltttle ruined by the 
gloating bartender, but we were 
not exactly looktng for the 
Hyde Park Grille after already 
eating roughl y 40 r ounds of 
fo od in a three day period. 
Champp's 
Americana 
( 440) 605-9222 
Location: Landerbrook 
Circle, Lyndhurst 
Food:3 
Service: 4 
Atmosphere: 4 
Price: 2 
Overall: 3 
One of the things we failed 
to mention about the Chop-
house was that Shelley seemed 
to think that the two of us were 
"more than friends." 
While this is far from the 
truth (a nd ick wants every-
one to know that he has a VERY 
steady girlfriend and Tim is 
happily married and a father 
of two), Nick put some doubts 
in the mind ofRyan,ourserver 
at J Alexander's, by ordering 
quiche. Tim tried to overcom-
pensate by ordering a 20ounce 
slab of raw meat, the j 
Alexander's famous prime rib. 
Arriving during the bustest 
hour of the evening on Sunday 
(5:30) was not the best idea, 
however weonlywaited about 
twenty ~inure for a table. One 
of the highlights of the outing 
were the 24 ounce beverages, 
which surpassed even Tim's 
prime rib in sheer size value. 
And as soon as we set down an 
empty glass, a full one was 
there to take the place of the 
old one. 
We liked the challenge, but 
fell off pace, since we didn't 
have access to a catheter and 
the bathroom was a long walk 
away. 
For appetizers we ordered 
the Spinach Con Queso and 
house tortilla chips Nick also 
ordered the Chef salad, with 
turkey, ham and cheese. They 
were both superior selections. 
The chips were gone so fats 
you could have mistaken them 
for a parkingspot in the Bel voir 
lot. The salad was monstrous 
and just taking a fork to it 
caused an overflow onto the 
table. 
Wh en the entrees came out , 
Ryan seemed to be leaning a 
little to his left and soon we 
discovered why, he was carry-
ing half a cow on Tim 's plate. 
We recall hearing a faint "Moo" 
when it hit the table. But can't 
be sure. 
Nick's quiche was a little 
lighter, but not much. It was 
baked with turkey ham and 
cheese and seemed to have a 
little onion flavor to it as well. 
While Tim sawed off pieces 
of sa lt-covered earl y death, 
Nick marveled a t his ability to 
remain sitting upright. The 
When you get those annoy-
ing napkins that always stick 
to your drink, try this: lift the 
glass up and pour a little salt 
on the napkin. Thesaltactsasa 
barrier between the cup and 
the napkin which makes sticky 
napk ins a thing of the past. It's f 1 p • • • 
a miracle of modern ph ys iCs. 
Nick:: 
I recommend taking all of 
your Dave Matthews Band COs 
to Record Exchange because 
then you can afford to hit the 
Cleveland Chophouse&: Brew-
ery. 
1 have to admit that we kind 
of stumbled onto it, after de-
ciding that a three hour wait 
was a bit extreme for the Hard 
Rock Cafe. However, the setti ng 
is great, the service excellent 
and the service quality 
Also, if you have the ti me 
waste, take the brewery tour, 
the enormous chrom e tanks 
behind the bar are impressive. 
Finally, if you can find a 
parking spot on the street, don't 
look a gift horse in t he mouth. 
•••Nick" s 
Rest a ur ant 
If they have a house spe-
cialty, order it . They would 
never recommend something 
if they were not positive that is 
was excellent. 
A !so, listen to the specials. 
Often patrons miss out on a 
great entree because they a re 
not on the menu. 
J Alexander's 
( 440) 449-9l3l 
l.ro:llin Landerbrook 
Circle, Lyndhurst 
Food:S 
Service: 4 
Atmosphere: 4 
Price: 4.5 
Overall: 4.5 
GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD. 
Your Uncle Sam. Every year 
Ar my ROTC awards scholarships to 
hundreds of talented students. 
If you qualify , these merit-
base d scholarships can help 
you pay tuition and educa-
tional fees. They even pay a-flat rate 
for textbooks and supplies. You can 
a lso receive an allowance of 
up to $1500 each school year 
the scholarship is in effect. 
Find out today if you qualify. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE 
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the Lombardo 
Student Center, or call397-4421 
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Women only fall team in playoffs 
Bob McCarthy 
ASSIStant Sports Ed itOr 
Entering the final week of regu-
lar season competiuon, the John 
Carroll Umversity women's soc-
cer team knew that a single vic-
tory in its final two contests would 
produce a berth to the Ohio Ath-
letic Conference postseason tour-
nament. In actuality, the Blue 
Streaks earned a bid to the rourna· 
ment, their first bid since 1992, 
through no doing of their own. 
After losmg to He.idelberg. 3-1. 
last Wednesday in the next to last 
game of the season , the Blue 
Streaks figured a win against Capi-
tal in the season finale would se-
cure a top four finish within the 
conference, which is necessary in 
order to advance to the tourna-
ment. 
However, Baldwin-Wallace 
defeated Mount Union, which at 
the time shared fourth place in the 
OAC with the Streaks,l-0, 1 n over-
time, which eliminated the Pur ple 
Raiders from any postseason play 
and gavejC the subsequent bid. 
"We knew a win would get us 
111 , and after the loss we learned 
that Mount Union had beenelimt-
nated and we were headed to the 
tournament even before our final 
game ," said second year head 
coach Tracy Blasi us. 
With this 1n mind, the Blue 
Streaks traveled to Capual to take 
on the Crusaders, who were tied 
for first at the time and ranked 
fifth in the Division Ill Grea t Lakes 
Regton. With a bid to the playoffs 
already secured , the Blue Streaks 
upset the highly touted Crusad-
ers, l-0, behind a goal from junior 
co- captain Maureen Mohney. 
"Because weal ready had a berth 
to the tournament, preparation for 
the game against Capital was 
much easier because the pressure 
was off," said Blasius. "We went 
out much more relaxed, and that 
was evident in our play." . 
The relaxed approach showed 
in the play of sophomore goal-
keeper Samantha Sommer, who 
was playing in only her second 
game since returning from an 
ankle injury su ffered in the Ohio 
Northern game on Oct. 3. 
Sommer stopped all of the l3 
shots that she faced in earning her 
thtrd shutout of the season, while 
increasing her OAC-leadmgsaves 
per game average to 12.0. Two of 
the IJsavescamein dramatic fash-
ion as Sommer twice stymied 
Capual breakaways to preserve 
the hutout. 
"Samantha had an awesome 
outing, and when she is on hke 
that it sparks our team," said 
Blasius. "She is a real team leader 
in intensity and that is contagious 
and spreads throughout the rest 
of the team." 
The continued success of 
Sommer, as well as JCU's team de-
fense, figures to be the keys to 
postseason success for the Blue 
Streaks. 
In semi-final action, fourth-
seeded Carroll was matched 
against top-seeded Ohio Northern 
yesterday at Ohio Northern , who 
finished the season 8-l in OAC play 
inc I uding a victory against JCU. 
This did not mtimidate the Blue 
Streaks, however, beca useJCU ra 1-
lied back from a 3-0 first half defi -
cit , only to fall. 3-2. on Oct. 3. 
"We feel as if we have the mo-
mentum en ter ing th is game, be-
cause of the way the second half 
went when we last played Ohio 
Northern. We fought back and 
missed a potential game-tying 
goal right before 1 he end of regu-
lat ion," said Blasius. "We had them 
on their heels and they were defi-
nitely frazzled , and despite the 
records and the seeds, we feel that 
we are the better team." 
A wm will a llow the Blue 
Streaks to advance to the finals 
agamst the winner of yesterday's 
other semi-final match between 
second-seeded Capital and third-
seeded Heidelberg 
women's soccer 
Next game: Yesterday, ONU 
Site & Time: at ONU, 2p m. 
Key Fact The last time the Blue 
Streaks were the fourth -seeded 
team, they upset top-seeded 
B-W in a 2-0 shutout. 
Football bounces back after loss 
Mark Boleky 
Sports Editor 
It d1dn't take long aft er the 27-26 loss to 
Baldwm-Wallacc two weeks ago for the john 
Carroll Un1vers1ty football team to make up its 
m nd· 8-2 is the onJ o tion . 
• crw 
out of the playoff hunt , this past Saturday's 
game at M uskmgum represented the first con-
test in their end-of-the-season stretch of play-
mg games for the purpose of pride instead of 
the postseason. 
And that game got off to a jump start, as 
JUnior David Zieglerreturned the opening kick-
off 91 yards to givejCU a lead it would never 
relinqui sh,goingon to beat the Muskies, 37-20. 
"When you set your expectations so higb , 
the BW loss kind of burst our bubble," head 
coach Tony DeCarlo said. "We have to under-
stand that its not the end of the world, that we 
have to get back to business. David really got 
us goi ng" 
However, the jCU offense was unusuall y 
sluggish in the first quarter, gaining only 40 
total yards. A not her rare occurance was a slow 
start by senior quarterback Nick Caserio, who 
missed some open receivers and was 4-for-10 
with an interception in the first quarter. 
The Carroll coaches fe l t a cha nge was 
needed, and so they went to a "Triangle" set, 
li ning up two ful lbacks and a tailback behind 
Case rio. 
Doug Moore (48), John Pellegrini (46), and Chad Miller (1) eye up the next play, just a s 
the Blue Streaks look ahead t o remaining three games with the hope of finishing the 
season at 8-2. 
"We've had the Triangle offense in for about 
three weeks, maybe even longer," Ziegle r said . 
"We put it in there , and they really couldn't 
stop it. We just kept getting chunks of yards, 
two, three, four, five yards every time.' 
Muskingum scored a touchdown in be-
tween a pair of sophomore placekicke r David 
Vitatoe field goals, one of which was from a 
career-long 47 yards, to put thejCU lead at 12-
6 as halftime neared. 
ball out of the air as much as possible, and the 
first half proved why. Muskingum quarter-
back j eff Morris completed on ly one of nine 
passes by halftime, with jun ior cornerback 
Mike Soeder intercepti ng him once. 
W hen Mor ris did pass, most were out of the 
play action, but the Carroll defense was rarely 
fooled. 
'We knew the run was basically what they 
like to do," said freshman defensive tackle Eric 
Urdzik, w hocombined with Soeder to record a 
sack on Morris in the sec-The Blue Streaks got the 
ball wi th 1:43left in the sec-
ond quarter. Going to the four 
wide receiver set , they 
marched 52 yards down the 
field in eight plays, finishing 
with a 20-yard sconng pass 
from Caserio to junior wide 
receiver Josh McDaniels. 
Case rio then scored the con-
version on a two-yard run , 
putting the Blue Streaks up, 
20-6, at half. 
football ond half. 'Their statistics showed they run at least 85 
percent of the time, and 
when it's like that, you 
knowthey'realmostalways 
going to run on first and 
second down, unless they 
get down by a lot' 
The Carroll defense knew 
the Muskies would keep the 
Next game: Sat. vs. Heidel berg 
Site, time, rad io: Wasmer Field, 
130, 88.7 WJCU-FM . 
Key fac t Heidelberg's Jeff Brock 
leads the OAC in rushmg this 
year with 911 yards, whileJCU's 
defense is ranked thlrd against 
the run . 
I twas, infact,a five-yard 
touchdown pass by Morris 
to Homer Atkins early in 
the thrid quarter to close 
JCU's lead to 20-13. 
That set off the Blue 
Streaks for three straight unanswered scores, 
as Vitatoe kicked his third field goal of the 
game, a 22-yard boot with 3:24le£ tin the third 
quarter. Carroll also added to the blowout with 
10-yard touchdown pass from Caserio to se-
nior tailback Mike Ten Brink and a 27-yard 
scoring toss from sophomore Eric Marcy to 
McDaniels. 
Ten Brink gained 100 yards on 25 carries, 
his founh 100-yard game this season. He also 
leads the conference in scoring with 11.1 points 
per game. 
The BlueStreaks will see another run-based 
team this week,asHeidelbergcomes to Wasmer 
Field for Parent's Weekend. The 'Berg owns a 2-
5 overall record , 2-4 in the OAC. 
The high point for the Heidelberg this sea-
son was the first hal( of their game at Mount 
Union. where Heidelberg took a 17-lJlead into 
halft ime. 
'That's the crazy thing about this league, 
any given week one team can play another one 
tough," said DeCarlo, whose team beat Heidel-
berg, 35-10, last year 1Heidelberg] is a rough, 
strong team, with big linemen, and they've 
given us trouble in the past.' 
7 
Glad to have 
Blasius back 
Rarrdom thoughts from a ran-
dom person 
• Comingintothtsseason,JCU 
women's soccer head coach Tracy 
Blasius was offered an assistant 
coachingjoba t Dartmouth, one of 
the top teams in Dtvisron I this 
season, by her 
SISter, Kelly, the 
team's head 
coach. Blasius 
turned the offer 
down 
She wanted 
to build on the 
success her 
young team had 
_____ .;... last year, her 
Commentary t t rst as a head 
coach And as 
of right now, that is lookt ng 1 t ke a 
great dec1 1on. 
ln all reality, the women 's soc-
certea m had no business making 
the pl<~yo! fs this season At some 
point this year, Blasius had to won 
der if she was going to have to lace 
up and go Into ac11on Twostarters 
were lost early in the season for 
the yearto injury. Four others have 
missed at least one game 
But the team quailfled for the 
playoffs last week.a true testament 
to BlaslUs and her pla)'Crs for n~ 
tng above adverSity 
• Sweet call bytheOACsched-
ule makers w put the JCU· 
Baldwin-Willl..tc g<~me dunng 
John Carroll'· fall break I hts 
game ts the most cxc1tmg for each 
tcam ycann .mtlyc.~ rnttt anc\th1~ 
· 1 Iv c t u • ~~--~---.., 
It's too bad ~o many(Jrroll ktdo 
had to mtss one of the best D1vt · 
s1on Ill college games l'vccve r ~ecn 
• Th1s week bnngs the OAC 
Cross Country Champtonsht ps to 
northeast Ohio Lucky for the 
Streaks, hosting honors are not 
doled out on the basis of merit. 
For years, the cross country teams 
have been some of the weakest 
programs atJCU. 
That has changed this season 
for the women's ~uad, who have 
consistent! y placed among the 
better teams m the OAC thts sea-
son. Powered by a solid group of 
freshmen and a pack running 
strategy that has helped overall 
team scores, look for the women to 
greatly improve on their seventh 
place finish at OAC's last year. 
The men's team, however, is 
headed in an opposire d1recnon. 
It's still pretty bad 
• Even more out of control 
than Dennis Rodman's hair and 
Allen Iverson's criminal record is 
the latest N.B.A.lockout. Don't the 
owners learn anything from Ma-
jor league Base ba II? 
The last stoppage of play in 
professional sports was the base-
ball strike four years ago, which 
greatly hurt the sport's popular-
ity that has only fully returned 
this year because of the home run 
chase. 
As if basketball didn't have 
enough trouble getting people to 
relate to its seven-foot, $10 million 
a year players that start bar room 
brawls Allowing the lockout to 
continue will only further disas-
sociate the fans, who can't under-
stand why players cannot accept 
thetr double digit million dollar 
salaries. I find it hard to under-
stand owners crying about losing 
money, when every one of them is 
more than willing to fork over cash 
to the newest superstar. 
:J 
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SPORTS FLASHES 
OAC PLAYER OF THE WEEK-J umor David 
Ziegler became the second Blue Streak this sea-
son to be named OACSpecial Teams Player of the 
Week,as his9l yard kickoff reiUrn and two punt 
returns for 55 yards Saturday fetched him the 
award. Thel997 All-AmericanjoinsjuniorBobby 
Kraft, who was honored two weeks ago. Ziegler 
was also named Cleveland Touchdown Club 
Local College Player of the Week 
TRIVlAOFTHEWEEK- What was the high-
est attendance ever at a JCU football game at 
Wasmer F1eld7 Answer at end. 
medta Division 1 
men's baske 
ninth i 
TRIVIA ANSWER -On Oct. 20, 1990, 6,354 
fans came out to see the Blue Streaks take on 
Baldwin-Wallace, a great contestthat resulted in 
a 10-9 JCU win. A game obviously not scheduled 
over fall break. 
JCU hosts OAC Championships 
Though neither the john Car-
roll Umversity men's nor women's 
cross country teams figure to 
threaten the topteamsat th1s year's 
Ohw Athletic Conference Cham-
pionshipS, they both wi llstill play 
an 1mporranr role. 
won the conference title, while the 
men placed fifth 
On the women's side, Baldwin-
Wallace is seeking itsseventhcon-
secutive OAC title. The top fin -
isher for JCU last year was Debbie 
Pagano, who placed 22nd with a 
time of 20:26. 
cross country 
Next meet: Sat. OAC Champs 
Site, Time: Case Western 
Reserve's Squire Valleyvue 
Men's race: 11 a.m. 
The Blue Streaks will serve as 
host of the event this year, which 
will be held at Case Western Re-
rv nlv r It ' 
Valleyvue Farm. 
The last time that jCU played 
host to this event was in 1991, 
which, incidentally, was the last 
year that the women's program 
In the men's competit ion, 
MountUnionareinsearchof their 
third tral ht onf r nc ham 1-
onship, and 21st in school history. 
The top finisher for the Streaks 
last season was james Van Dress, 
who has beenjCU's top runner in 
the last three seasons. 
omen's race: a.m. 
Key fact The competition 
features all OAC teams with 
the exception o[ Mariena 
who will not field teams. 
WINTER BREAK JOB OPPORTUNITY 
A Tll~~'lll()l\~ CJ IF\/i=!LA\NID A.RIEA SliUIIDIENliS 
The Galleria at Erieview located in 
downtown Oeveland has openings for 
GiftWrap 
Positions available Nov. 27-Dec. 24 
*$6. 00 per how· 
*20-25 hours per week 
*Flexible scheduling 
*FREE parking 
*Incentive bonuses 
Please pick up an application from the Student Career 
Development Office or call (216) 861-4343. 
Applications are due November 6, 1998 
The Galleria 
1301 East Ninth Street, Ste. 3333 
The Carroll News, October 24, 1998 
Volleyball's close 
loss reflects season 
Matt Rayl 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Close games can be the source 
of great inspiration for the wm -
ning squad and, by the same to-
ken, losses in such games can 
cause severe frustration and stunt 
the progress of a ream. 
The latter can def1 nnely be ap-
plied to this year's John Carroll 
University volleyball team. 
After suffering several close 
losses within the Ohio Athletic 
Conference this season, the Blue 
Streaks saw yet another OAC 
match slip away as they fell vic-
tim to Hiram on Tuesday, ll-15,15-
9, 9-15, 15-6, 19-17. The loss leaves 
the Blue Streaks in a last-place tie 
with Hiram with a record of 1-7 tn 
OACplay 
Throughout the season, regard-
lessor the caliber of the opponent, 
JCU has come up short more of ten 
than not in close contests. 
"I felt that we were very capable 
of winning more games than we 
have," head coach Gretchen 
Weitbrecht said. "We could have 
easily won three more OAC con-
tests. We are a much better team 
than our record shows" 
The three games that could 
have produced victories were 
against Mount Union, Heidelbe rg 
and Otterbein. If you add the 
Hiram match to this group of 
"could-have-bee ns," the Blue 
Streaks' OAC record potentially 
could have been 5-3, and would 
currently have them in fif rh place 
and thinking about the 
postseason. 
However, this simply was not 
meant to be. ln these four close 
losses,JCU was on! y outscored by 
47 points in the 15 games and the 
average margin of defeat was a 
mere 5.5 poin ts per game. 
The past week was not com-
pletely negative, as a consistent 
offensive at tack brought about a 
long overdue victory last week-
volleyball 
Next Match: Sat. vs. Marietta 
Site, Time: Shula Ctr., 7·00 
Key Fact 1 t wi II be the final 
match for fivejCU seniors. 
end against Capital. The Crusad-
ers could barely catch their breath 
asJCU opened the match with a 
15-0 shutout. The Streaks a lso 
came out on top in the second 
game, but needed four games to 
prevail. For the flrst t1me m OAC 
play,JCU took control of the match 
from the very beginning. It estab-
lished an early lead and played 
strong until the very end. 
The Streaks avoided one of the 
major pit falls that reared its head 
more than once throughout the 
season, falling in to a hole too deep 
toclimboutof. Aper[ectexample 
of this was last Tuesday's three-
game loss to Heidelberg. 
AlthoughjCU managed to stay 
competitive in the second and 
third games, it began the match 
with a six-point defeat at the 
hands of the Student Princes. 
Two Blue Streaks whocontinue 
to play inspired volleyba ll are 
LauraSlazykandKellyZobel. The 
senior tandem combined to score 
43 of the team's 52 kills against 
Capital. Zobel compiled a team 
best 44 percent hitting percent-
age, while Slazyk, along with fel-
low senior Molly Ridenour, led the 
team with six blocks against Capi-
tal and Heidelberg. 
"The las t three games for 
[Slazyk] have been the strongest of 
her career," Weitbrecht sa id about 
the lllinois native. "Zobel has 
steadily improved, and both are 
playing with a lot of confidence." 
STREAKS OF THE w EEl( 
David Ziegler 
junior, Football 
Took opening kick 91 
yards for a touchdown 
in Saturday's37-20 win 
at Muskingum. Totalled 
a season-high 171 all-
purpose yards, includ-
ing four catches for 25 
yards and two punt re-
turns for 55 yards. 
Laura Slazyk 
Senior, Volleyball 
Totalled 19 kills in 39 
attempts with only 
three errors, registering 
a hitting percentage 
of.410. Also averaged 
2.71 kills per game and 
tied for the team lead in 
blocks for the week 
with 6 in two matches. 
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No November this year 
Late OAC losses just keep men out of conference playoffs 
Rona Proudfoot 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll Umversity 
men's soccer team clung to playoff 
hopes by the skin of its teeth, but a 
Mount Un1on goal in sudden-
death double-overtime Tuesday 
cut that off sharply. 
At stake was a seventh consecu-
tl ve playoff appearance for JCU (8-
8-0, 4-4-0 OAC). 
The Blue Streaks. who needed 
a victory over the Purple Ra1ders 
to have a chance at a playoff berth, 
wereunabletodeliver in Tuesday's 
men'ssocc~ 
® 
Next game: SaL at Manetta 
Site, Time: Marietta, 2:00 
Key Fact Tom Franzi nger's goal 
to send the Mount Union game 
in toOT was his first of the year. 
game, as the Purple Raiders edged 
Carroll, 2-l. This marked the first 
loss to Mount Union since j CU 
joined the OAC in 1989. 
Mount Union scored with 15 
minutes left in the first half, and 
held the close lead for most of the 
match. But with the end of the 
match at hand , sen ior David 
-Bartulovic took to the corner and 
set across to junwr Tom 
Franzmger, who connected and 
scored the lone Blue Streak goal. 
Th1s tied the game with 30 sec-
onds left and forced overtime. 
The Blue Streaks held off the 
Purple Raiders dunng the first of 
two sudden death overtime peri-
ods, but was not so fortunate in 
the second, allowmg Mount Umon 
to score and win the game. 
"We had rhe momentum m the 
first overtime period , but they got 
it back m thesecond,"seniorChris 
tJan Hansen sa1d "They were re-
a II y pressmg us." 
The loss brings up the final 
game for Hansen and fellow se-
mors Bartulovic,jon Bowman and 
Gregor Martin, who wtll mtss the 
OAC playoffs for the first time in 
their OAC careers. 
Even a vtcroryovereighth place 
Marietta on Saturday would prove 
futile for Carroll. jCU now sits in a 
three-way tie for fif th place with 
Hiram and Ohio Northern 
Moving into fourth place-- the 
final playoff spot -- would rake 
lossesf rom both Baldwin Wallace 
and Ohio Northern this weekend. 
This is impossible, however, since 
the two teams wi II play each other 
on Sa turday. 
"It was a disappointment," 
Hansen said. "We knew it was go-
ing to be this kind of game and we 
went into the game playing hard. 
The past three years we've been 
lucky and won a lot of overtime 
games. Thisyearwejustcan'tseem 
Jeb Schmitt attempts to get around a Heidelberg defender in last Wednesday's game at home. 
The 4-1 defeat was the Blue Streaks' worst home loss in eight years. 
to get a break." 
Also not getting a break is 
Bartulovic, who needs only four 
points to become one of John 
Carroll's top five point scorers in 
program history, but will now 
have on! y onega me to accomplish 
this feat. Pablo Ramirez (1988-91) 
currently holds the fifth position 
with 65 points. 
Earher troubles in conference 
play had forced the must-win situ-
ation for the Blue Streaks After 
los ing to Ohio Northern and 
Onerbein earlier in the month, 
Carroll went two-for-three in are-
cent trio of home ga mes,defeating 
Hiram and Capital, but losing a 
crucial match to Heidelberg, 4-l. 
Sophomore Brian Cava her led 
the Blue Streak offense m the 
homestand, rackmg up hts only 
two two-goal games of the season. 
Cava lier leads the team m both 
goa ls (9) and pomts (2!) this sea 
son, despite missing time due to 
an injury 
INSTANT CREDIT 
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits 
If You Thinlc You 
Can't Get A Credit 
Card, Think Again. 
• 
Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards? :. 
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SPORTS FLASHES 
OACPLA YEROFTHEWEEK -Junior David 
Ziegler became the second Blue Streak this sea-
son to be named OACSpectal Teams Player of the 
Week, as his9l yard kickoff return and two punt 
returns for 55 yards Sa turday fetched him the 
award The 1997 All-American joins JUnior Bobby 
Kraft, who was honored two weeks ago. Ziegler 
was also named Cleveland Touchdown Club 
Loca I College Player of the Week 
TRlVlAOFTHE WEEK - What was the high-
est anendance ever at a JCU football game at 
Wasmer Field? Answer at end. 
TRIVIA ANSWER - On Oct. 20, 1990, 6,354 
fans came out to see the Blue Streaks take on 
Baldwin-Wallace, a grea t contest that resul ted in 
a l0-9JCUwin. A game obviously not scheduled 
over fall break. 
JCU hosts OAC Championships 
Though neither the john Car-
roll University men's nor women's 
cross country teams figure to 
threaten the top teams at this year's 
Oh10 At h leuc Conference Cham-
pionships, they both will still play 
a n important role. 
won the conference title, while the 
men placed fifth . 
On the women's side, Baldwin-
Wallaceisseeki ng ttsseventh con-
secutive OAC title. The top fin-
isher for JCU last yea r was Debbie 
Pagano, who placed 22nd with a 
time of 20:26. 
cross country 
Next meet: Sat. OAC Champs 
Site, Time: Case Western 
Reserve's Squire Valleyvue 
Men's race: 11 a.m. 
The Blue Streaks will serve as 
host of the event this year, which 
will be held at Case Western Re-
rv ni r it ' 
Valleyvue Farm. 
The last time that jCU played 
host to this event was in 1991, 
which, incidentally, was the last 
yea r tha t the women's program 
In the men's competition, 
MountUnionareinsearchof their 
hlrd I h nf ren e h m -
onsh 1p, and 21st in school history. 
The top finisher for the Streaks 
last season was James Van Dress, 
who has beenjCU's top runner in 
the last three seasons. 
omens race: 1 :4 a.m. 
Key fact The competition 
features all OAC teams with 
the exception of Marietta 
who will not field teams. 
WINTER BREAK JOB OPPORTUNITY 
AJ.lllJ''·Jllll() f''~ C!l J=\/IF!lANID AREA STUIIDEI\Jl!S 
1be Galleria at Erieview located in 
downtown Oeveland has openings for 
GiftWrap 
Positions available Nov. 27-Dec. 24 
*$6.00 per hour 
*20-25 hours per week 
*Flexible scheduling 
*FREE parking 
*Incentive bonuses 
Please pick up an application from the Student Career 
Development Office or call (216) 861-4343. 
Applications are due November 6, 1998 
The Galleria 
1301 East Ninth Street, Ste. 3333 
The Carroll News, October 24, 1998 
Volleyball's close 
loss reflects season 
Matt Rayl 
ASSIStant Sports Editor 
Close games can be the source 
of great inspiration for the win-
ning squad and, by the same to-
ken , losses in such games can 
cause severe frustration and stunt 
the progress of a team . 
The latter can definitely be ap-
plied to this yea r's john Carroll 
University volleyball team 
After suffering several close 
losses within the Ohio Athletic 
Conference this season, the Blue 
Streaks saw yet another OAC 
match slip away as they fell vic-
tim to Hiram on Tuesday, 11-15,15-
9,9-15,15-6,19-17. The loss leaves 
the Blue Streaks in a last-place rie 
with Hiram with a record of 1-7 in 
OAC play. 
Throughout the season, regard-
less of the caliber of the opponent, 
JCU has come up short more of ten 
than not in close contests. 
"!felt that we were very capable 
of winning more games than we 
have," head coach Gretchen 
Weitbrecht said. "We could have 
easily won three more OAC con-
tests. We are a much better team 
than our record shows." 
The three games that could 
have produced vic tor ies were 
against Mount Union, Heidelberg 
and Otterbein. If you add the 
Hiram match to this group of 
"could -have-beens," the Blue 
Streaks' OAC record potent ially 
could have been 5-3, and would 
currently have them in fifth place 
and th in king about the 
postseason. 
However, this simply was not 
meant to be. In these four close 
1 osses,j CU was only outscored by 
47 points in the 15 games and the 
average margin of defeat was a 
mere 5.5 points per game. 
The past week was not com-
pletely negative, as a consistent 
offensive attack brought about a 
long overdue victory last week-
volleyball 
Next Match: Sat. vs. Marietta 
Site, Time: Shula Cu., 7:00 
Key Fact It will be the final 
match fo r fivejCU seniors. 
end against Capital. The Crusad-
ers could barely catch their brea th 
as jCU opened the ma tc h with a 
15-0 shutout. The Streaks also 
came out on top in the second 
game, bu t needed four games to 
prevaiL For the first time in OAC 
play,JCU took control of the match 
from the very beginning. It estab-
lished an early lead and played 
strong un til the very end. 
The Streaks avoided one of the 
major pitfalls that reared its head 
more than once throughout the 
season, fall ing into a hole too deep 
toclimboutof. A perfect example 
of this was last Tuesday's three-
game loss to Heidelberg. 
AlthoughjCU managed to stay 
competitive in the second and 
third games, it began the match 
with a six- point defeat at the 
hands of the Student Princes. 
Two Blue Streaks whocontinue 
to play inspired volleyball are 
Laura Slazyk and Kelly ZobeL The 
senior tandem combined to score 
4 3 of the team's 52 kills against 
Capital Zobel compiled a team 
best 44 percent hitting percent-
age, while Slazyk, along with fel-
low senior Molly Ridenour, led the 
team with six blocks against Capi-
tal and Heidel berg. 
"The las t three games for 
[Slazyk] have been the strongest of 
her career," Weitbrecht said about 
the Illinois native. "Zobel has 
steadily improved, and both are 
playing with a lot of confidence." 
STREAKS OF THE WEFK 
David Ziegler 
junior, Football 
Took opening kick 91 
yards for a touchdown 
in Saturday's37-20 win 
at Muskingum. Totalled 
a season-high 171 all-
purpose yards, includ-
ing four catches for 25 
yards and two punt re-
turns for 55 yards. 
Laura Slazyk 
Senior, Volleyball 
Totalled 19 kills in 39 
attempts with only 
three errors, registering 
a hitting percentage 
of.4l0. Also averaged 
2.71 kills per game and 
tied for the team lead in 
blocks for the week 
with 6 in two matches. 
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No November this year 
Late OAC losses just keep men out of conference playoffs 
Rona Proudfoot 
Staff Reporter 
The John Carroll Umverstty 
men's soccer team clung to playoff 
hopes by the skin of its teeth, but a 
Mount Un1on goal 1n sudden-
death double-overtime Tuesday 
cut that off sharply. 
t\ t stake was a seventh consecu-
tive playoff appearance for JCU (8-
8-0, 4-4-0 OAC) 
The Blue Streaks. who needed 
a victory over the Purple Ra1ders 
to have a chance aLa playoff berth, 
were unable to deliver in Tuesday's 
men's soccer 
Next game: Sat. at Mariena 
Site, Time: Marietta, 2:00 
KeyFactTomFranzi nger'sgoal 
to send the Mount Union game 
in toOT was hi s first of the year. 
game, as the Purple Raiders edged 
Carroll , 2-1. This marked the first 
loss to Mount Un ion since ] CU 
joined the OAC in 1989. 
Mount Un ion scored with 15 
minutes left in the first half, and 
held the close lead for most of the 
ma tch. But with the end of the 
match at hand , senior David 
Bartu lovic took to the corner and 
set across to jumor Tom 
Franzinger, who connected and 
scored the lone Blue Streak goal 
Thts tied the game with 30 sec-
onds left and forced overtime. 
The Blue Streaks held off the 
Purple Raiders during the lirst of 
two sudden death overtime peri-
ods buL was noL so fortunate m 
the second, allowing Mount Union 
to score and win the game. 
"We had the momentum m the 
first overtime period, but they got 
it back m thesecond,"seniorChris-
tian Hansen said "They were re-
a 11 y pressmg us" 
The loss brings up the final 
game for Hansen and fellow se-
niors Bartulov ic,jon Bowman and 
Gregor Martin, who w1ll miss the 
OAC playoffs for the first time in 
their OAC careers. 
Eve n a victoryovereighth place 
Manetta on Saturday would prove 
futile for CarrolL JCU now sns in a 
three-way tie for fifLh place with 
Hiram and Ohio Northern 
Mov ing into fourth place-- the 
final playoff spot -- would Lake 
losses from both Baldwin Wallace 
and Ohio Nort hern this weekend. 
This is impossible, however, since 
the two teams will play each other 
on Saturday. 
"It was a disappointment," 
Hansen said . "We knew it was go-
ing to be this kind of game and we 
went into the game playing hard. 
The past three yea rs we've been 
lucky and won a lot of overtime 
games. This year we justcan'tseem 
Jeb Schmitt attempts to get around a Heidelberg defender in last Wednesday's game at home. 
The 4-1 defeat was the Blue Streaks' worst home loss in eight years. 
to get a break." 
Also not getti ng a break is 
Bartulovic, who needs only four 
points to become one of John 
Carroll's top five point scorers in 
program hi story, but will now 
have on ly onega me to accomplish 
this feat. Pablo Ramirez (1988-91) 
currently holds the fifth posit JOn 
with 65 points. 
Earher troubles in conference 
play had forced them us t-win situ-
ation for the Blue Srreaks. After 
losing to Ohio Northern and 
Otterbein earlier in the month, 
Car roll went l wo-for-t hree in are-
cent moor home games,defeali ng 
Hiram and Capital. but losing a 
crucial match to Hetdelberg, 4-l. 
Sophomore Brian Cavalter led 
the Blue Strea k offense 1n the 
homesta nd, racking up h1s only 
tV.'O two-goa l games of the season. 
Cavalier leads the team in both 
goals (9) and poin ts (21) this sea 
son, despite missing time due to 
an inJury 
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Editorial Opinion 
Scheduling Classes 
A Real Headache 
The new course booklets fo r the Spring semester came out last 
week and students could not be more apathet ic It seems as if there is 
a constant compem ion between the departments tO make their 
course selecuons more bland tha n 1 he next. Excmng courses offered 
at other um versities are offered once every other year, if ever here. 
Many reqUired classes for either maprsor just the core cirnculum are 
also offered a t opposmg times. For example, Poli tical Science majors 
can take one of the three required classes offered at the same time or 
one of the patr offered at 8:00AM for early rise rs. Plannmg on saving 
a required class for nex t year juniors7 That's probably not a great idea, 
because who can be sure if it w ill be offered next year? Many courses 
are offered on a yearly basts and still moreare offeredever yother year, 
so you may not be around when the class is offe red again. 
At least we are not qui te in the same boat as some major public 
universities in the state. 
At state schools the classes fill up so quickly that the A ll-Ameri-
can linebackers are left takmg such off -the-wall courses as mustc, 
golf and A lOS awareness At least we do not have those problems here 
at]CU, because we are a small, private school where it is common-
place for a student and a professor to be on a first-name basis. Thus, 
should a student need to desperately get into a class, he/she could go 
to the professor seeking a force card. However, most of the really 
exciting classes are full before Sophomores even start to register. So 
there can be more than one student seeking a force card and in that 
snuauon what IS a professor to do? 
With the recent changes made 10 the graduation requirements, 
which went into effect last year for Freshman, fulfilling the core has 
become a c hallenge in it of itself. A member of the class of 2001 now 
needs not only two semesters of a foreign language, bu t al so one 
dive rsity course, orie Asian cul w re course, a writ ing intensive course 
(of wh ic h there are very few and they are very difficu lt to get into), 
not LO mention the three philosophies and two religions also re-
quired Fitting all of these required classes imo one's schedule can be 
trying, especially when the business school's track is so rigorous on 
its own. 
Yet there arc some steps which the university could cake to rectify 
this difficult situation. The first of which would be to establish some 
sort of mter-departmental communication for class times. That way 
classes which are required for a major might not be scheduled at 
conflicting times and a student could possibly take both simulta-
neous! y. Also, perhaps some sort of notice as to when certain classes 
are or will be offered in the future could great ly case the stress on a 
student deciding whether or not to take a class which they are 
uncertain will be offered at a later date, because it may not fit into 
his/her schedule at the present. Finally, if a line of student-faculty 
consultation could be set up to inform professors of not only what 
classes students would l ike to take, but also at what times, then 
perhaps th1s problem would be looked back on as a minuscule bump 
in the road . 
Wolf and Pot 
Becomes A Pub 
Nov. 6 will usher m a new era at john Carroll University: the 
bar era. for the first time in the ninties, the Wolf and Pot has a 
liquor hcense and will be used as an on -campus pub. 
Obviously, the ftrst question racing through every student's 
mind 1s: "How hard will it be to get in?" Very, assures Dean Patrick 
Rom balski. Yet still the rebirth of on-campus entertainment has 
hit another high note . Thanks to the Carroll Activities Board 
there has been a renaissance in on-campus events. The newest 
edition to the campus should not hurt the cause. 
With the trouble JCU students have encountered on Lee Road 
in the past few years, the pub will be a welcome addition. Drunk 
driving cases should be reduced s1gnificantly, not to mention 
numerous ]-walking violations which frequently turn into so 
much more. To be honest,on the surface there do not appear to be 
any repercussions in regards to the pub. 
Students have been begging for the administration to make a 
concentrated effort to improve on-campus activities and this is 
definite! y a step in the right direction. Along with the decrease in 
drunk drivers (yes,jCU students do tend to dnnk when they go 
out), there will inevitably be less arrests for public intoxication 
and other offenses. With only a few yards to walk back to your 
dorm room, rather than a few miles, the Cleveland Heights Police 
will probably not be on a first name basis with so many of our 
u ndergrad ua tes. 
This may make for a few less news stories about students 
getting cited or arrested, but that as the old saying goes, no news 
is good news. 
EDITORIAL The Carroll News, October 29, 1998 
Construction behind Sutowski and 
Rodman nears completion. 
HITS & 
HIT: Concrete laid fo r the sidewalks behind Sutowski. miss: 
Yankees win the World Series ... again. miss: Too many fights this 
year. There are a lot of arms in casts on campus. HIT: Little trick or 
treaters Tuesday night in Millar and Sutowski. miss(ing): NBA 
highlights from Sportscenter. The season was supposed to start 
Monday. HIT: People actually care about the Carroll News. Many 
inquiries to lack of an issue I last week. miss: New stricter rules 
enforced at OU for Halloween. HIT: Beautiful weather for Halloween_ 
Staff Commentary 
Coininents on 
"'No comment" 
I've written for the Carroll News since 1 was a Freshman. 
I started out writing simple stories about events and speak-
ers on campus. ! never had trouble getting information for 
my story because it was basicall y few publicity and every-
one was willing to talk . This year, 
though I've found that getting i nfor-
mation is not as easy as it used to be. 
A little while ago, 1 received infor-
mation thatajohn Carroll student was 
attacked by a few Bellfaire residents. 
Could it be just an exaggerated rumor? 
Sure. 
The first ca ll i made was to Campus 
Megan Hetman Safety Services.! was told that the per-
Ass'! News Editor son I needed to talk to was "unavail-
able"and to call back later.! then called 
a Bellfaire official, who neither confirmed, nor denied the 
incident but rather answered a resounding "no comment." 
lt was obvious to me that something did happen, so I called 
CampusSafetyServicesagain and again 1 was told that the 
person I wanted to speak to was "unavailable." During my 
third call toCSS, 1 was told that the perso n I needed to talk 
to would be out for a week and that I could try back a week 
later. Since my deadline was the next day, and due to a lack 
of cooperation, my once promising story became a lowly 
news brief. 
That was the first time I was ever denied the information 
l requested, but it certain! y was not the last. Lately, it seems 
that "no comment" is the phrase of choice and that there's 
a spokesperson for every thing, but unfort una tel y every 
spokesperson seems to be too busy, out of the office, out 
sick, or on vacatiOn. That is not to say that there have been 
no cooperative administrators of officials, and to all of 
those that have answered my questions, I greatly appreci-
ated you submitting yourself to my grueling, three minute 
interviews. 
1 report the news to the john Carroll communit y and I 
believe that everyone has a right to know. "No comment" 
may seem l ike the easy way out, but it really only creates 
distrust and frustra tion. 
So I end with a bit of advice to all the spokespeople out 
there. First , when lhave townte in myarticlethat the party 
involved had "nocomment"i t makes you look like you have 
something to hide. Second, if you are going to be "out sick," 
"on vacation" or "busy,"then please make sure that you have 
someone competent enough to answer questions should a 
situation arise. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Protection of gay rights 
needed 
Andrea Lynn Cawley, Class of 
1998, submits a letter from a 
f nend,jon jordan. 
She is submitting this piece 
that jordan wrote in order to cre-
ate awareness for the problems 
and persecutions that men and 
women of d ifferent races, creeds 
and religions face everyday.' She 
writes, "I consider it an honor to 
know someone as passionate 
about his belief sasjonj ordan and 
I look forward to being able to 
share withmyfuturechildren the 
struggle their uncle went through 
because he didn 't act the way 
people wanted or expected him 
to. With your help, his efforts will 
not be in vain." 
This is Jonjord an's story: 
l might as well say up front 
that if you didn't know I am HIV 
positive ... you do now!! You have 
my permission to share this infor-
mation with other people. Please 
let the world know that hatred and 
violence against [h omosexuals! 
takes many forms: from a couple 
of "good ole boys" in Wyoming, to 
a bureaucratic big city. Hatred of 
homosexuals and violence aga inst 
us (not to mention people with 
HIV I AIDS) is a widespread phe-
nomenon at least in the United 
States. Living in Manhattan, I had 
deluded myself into thinking it 
was a thing of the past. 
l'm sure by now that at least 
most of you know that there was a 
dem ation in New York City 
on Monday night regarding the 
death of Matthew She ard and to 
express our outrage tlia t [homo-
exuals] are not afforded protec-
tion ill-t-his country in accordance 
with the amount and type of vio-
lence directed at us. 
Needless to say, Matthew's 
death has struck a chord inside 
me like it has for so many other 
[homosexuals]. At the demonstra-
tion, l threw myself into the 
middle of anyactivity that !could 
see happening:shoutinganti-hate 
slogans, picking up the signs that 
had been carried by people who 
were arrested early on, helping to 
direct people, trying to protect 
photographers with press passes 
from the police, etc. As I learned 
from my course work at Landmark 
Ed ucation, if you're gonna play, 
you may as well play full out. 
The demonstrators gathered at 
59th street and 5th avenue with 
signs and candles and a few 
bullhorns. After walking down 
5th avenue, we were directed onto 
55th street. It really felt like we 
were keeping people together so 
they would be safer than being 
stranded on the street alone where 
the police may have hurt them.-
Once we reached the end of the 
block, to my knowledge, most of 
us were on the sidewalks, but po-
lice were standing behmd scoot-
ers placed end to end across the 
sidewalk and the street. They 
would not tell us why we were no 
allowed to cross the intersection 
and would gtve us no instructions 
as ro what we were supposed to 
do. People were begmmng to be-
come fnghtened from being 
pinned in with nowhere togo. Al-
though, some people with brief -
cases were allowed to cross the 
intersection , those of us who had 
candles or were not dressed pro-
fesswnally were not allowed to 
cross Although many people 
were dressed professiOnally, after 
the crowd reached the barricades, 
no one was allowed through. There 
Was scaffolding at one side of the 
stree t. l climbed under the scaf-
folding and emerged onto Sixth 
Avenue. I encouraged people who 
wan ted to get out of the crowd to 
follow me. As people did, I was 
there to help them back to their 
feet . We were about 20 feet away 
from any activity and as people 
rose , they moved south on the side-
walk of Sixth Ave nue, away from 
the commotion. Please keep in 
mind that people were angry and 
shouting, but there was no violence 
involved to either property or 
people. Feeling trapped and 
thwarted in expressing our anger 
at not being protected from vio-
lenceenflamed many people. 
Watching the crowds of pre-
sumably-straight people gather on 
the other side of the street and 
know that we couldn't movef reel y 
left me fe eli ng even more like l was 
being criminalized for being part 
of a gay demonstration. But re-
member, still no violence from the 
demonstrators. 
An inspector came to where I 
was helping people to escape the 
confinement and grabbed a pro-
fessor from Columbia University 
from behind and th rew him onto 
his back and said, "Arrest him." 
I shouted back something like, 
"Hey; take it easy. You don't have to 
hurt people!" He said, "Shut up or 
I'll arrest you too." 
I said something like, "You 
would arrest me for keeping you 
from hurting innoce nt people." 
He said to another police of-
ficer, "Take him in!" 
l was h andcuffed, led awa from 
the crowd and forced to sit on t e 
ground. 
I don't know first-hand what 
happened with the demonstrators 
for the remainder of the evening. 
but I did hear stories of horses be-
ing ridden into crowds of people. I 
heard from others in prison that at 
least one person was kicked in the 
head by a horse. I cannot corrobo-
rate that, but I do not dispute it. 
1 was taken to the 18th Precinct, 
l believe, at 54th Street on the west 
side all the while being insulted 
by the police officers who were 
driving us there. Once at the pre-
cinct, 1 was treated very well by an 
officer from the Soho precinct 
named Vincent Fiore. 
As soon as I was allowed tO 
speak to an officer at 7:05 p.m., I 
said, if I will be held beyond 11 p.m. 
I need to see a physician for my 
medications. They wld me I'd be 
home way before then. I sat in a 
cell with three other men until 2 
a.m., one of w hom was also HIV 
positive . My spouse, Frederi c, 
brought me my medications. He 
was neither allowed to see me to 
see that l had not been hurt, nor to 
give ine my medications. 
At3a.m., I was taken to Bellevue 
Hospital's Emergency Room where 
I explained the situation to the at-
tending p hysician. He said none 
ofmyHIV medicationswereavail-
able. He left us for a while, then 
came back and said that the hospi-
tal would not be providing any 
medication for my condition. 
I was taken to central booking, 
"The Tombs," where 1 was put into 
a special cell for 11l prisoners Af -
ter explaining the situation to the 
officers on duty there, an Officer 
Frey said that as long as !didn't die 
tn hiscustocly,hedidn;tcarewhat 
happened to me if l didn't get my 
medtcations. 
For an hour or so, l shared my 
cell with a man placed there be-
FORUM 
cause he said he had chrome ac-
tive hepatitis. Perhaps more than 
a lntle dangerous for someone 
wuhHlV. Laterlwasmovedtothe 
next cell With two men with HlV 
who had been part of the demon-
stration. 
Despite that we needed to get 
out to get our medications, appar -
ently no attempt was made to ac -
celerate our processmg. The Lega I 
Aid Society representative who 
met with us, jill Harris, said Tom 
Duane and Catherine A bate were 
trying to pull strings on our be-
half. The other two men left my 
cell at about one and a half hour 
intervals. For an hour, I sat alone 
(with the exception of a few cock-
roach families) in a special cell for 
ill or injured prisoners. 
Finally, after more than 18 
hours of detainment (about the 
same amount of time Matthew 
Shepard hung from a fence with a 
cracked skull), l was taken to a 
court room. I continued to wait 
for my medications while the 
court staff enjoyed their lunches. 1 
requested an arraignment, al-
though I was offered something 
ca lled ADC which would have al-
lowed this to be removed from my 
records in six months provided I 
"stay out of trouble." 
Unfortunately, l would also, 
then, relinquish my rights to any 
legal action against anyone in re-
gard to this event including the 
city, the NYPD or the Health and 
Hospitals Corporation. l was re-
leasedonmyown recognizance at 
3:20p.m. 
Immediately after being re -
leased, I went to mydoctor'sofftce 
to have blood work done to see if 
we could quantify any damage to 
my immunity. We may not know 
for qui te some time whether the 
NYPD's and the Department of 
Correction's unwillingness to al-
low me access to medications has 
irreparably damaged my immu-
nity. Whatldoknowisthatldon't 
want them to have the power ro 
play Russian Roulette with my life 
or anyone else who is being held 
captive by them. That evening, for 
the first time ever, I began toexpe-
rienceasideeffect from my medi-
cations. Incidentally, I have been 
able to not change medications in 
the last three years because of my 
rigorous adherence to the time-
table and food requirementsof my 
therapy. Anyway, thanks for your 
concern and l'll keep you posted. 
Kerr dislikes others' 
oplnimls 
I would like to respond to the 
editorial that discussed the penal-
ties of chartered organizations by 
the Student Union. The careful 
presentation of the facts by the 
editor, which included only half 
of the story, disturbs me. This half-
hearted explanation may have 
hindered many readers under-
standing of the Student Union's 
new meeting attendance policies 
and should be exposed fort he one-
sided biased report it is. -
The editor stated that after four 
absences from a SU meeting by an 
organization the SU will begin to 
confiscate funds. This statement 
is not completely true and gives 
the impression that SU President, 
Kevin Fihatraut sneaks his way 
into organizanon meetings, grabs 
money and makes a run for it. 
Rather, after four absences 10 per-
cent of an organization's current 
operating budget is forfeited by 
the organization to the Student 
Acttvities Budget Board (SABB). 
The SABBcan thend1stnbU1e that 
money to organizations that are 
complymg with the SU's simple 
request to attend one meeting a 
week. Many of the organizations 
that are bemg penal 1zed do not 
even exist except for the fact that 
their charter still extsts,(i e Com-
mutersAssoclatlon and Tae Kwon 
Do Club) and these penalties will 
slowly weed them out, distribut-
ing their money to organizations 
which actually havemembersand 
do things. The editor also said 
that the"Student Union indirectly 
punishes the needy in and around 
john Carroll University" L hope 
that everyone reading this edito-
rial laughed,oratleastgaveasltght 
giggle at this point. Many of you 
may remember that The Carroll 
News has referred to jCU as an 
Abercrombie and Fitch outlet 
store in the past, a complete con-
trast from the concept of the 
"needy of jCU." I would imagine 
that thejCU needy would be able 
to squeak by in life even if an orga-
nization loses LO percent of their 
operating budget. If an organiza-
tion is truly that concerned about 
those they can help, they will 
make the commitment to attend 
SU meetings, as most organiza-
tions do and should be com-
mended for. 
Chris Kerr 
Class of 2000 
Student disappointed 
with Slfs band choke 
I recently read in your paper 
that the Student Union approved 
the allocation of $15,000 to put on 
a live concert of the Freddy jones 
Band. As a student, this news up-
set me for a number of reasons. 
First, I was not consulted or in-
formed of the move to make this 
decision . l understand that th e 
Student Union is representative of 
my interests as a student, but not 
even this fact can justify the gross 
amount of money wasted on such 
a frivolous event As a musician , I 
know it does not cost $1,000 to 
provide quality sound. Who do 
they have to pay? A few work-
studystudentstomovearound the 
speakers and run the board? Be-
sides, a professional band playing 
in this sort of venue should be re-
sponsibleforthesound. Also, what 
is the extra $2,000 in costs for? 
Promotion1 Balloons? No wait, 
that's important parties. And bal-
loons for such an event cost more 
than a few grand . Finally, l would 
accuse the Student Union for pan-
dering to the demand of the popu-
lace, but they're not even popular. 
Do they have one Top 40 hit? Do 
you know anyone who has their 
COs? I think l saw one in the bar-
gain bin at Camelot. I hope they 
don't expect tochargefor this con-
cert, or else they cannot hope to 
recoup any of the cost. I'm not a 
betting man, but l bet my student 
activity fee (or what's left o( it af-
ter this debacle) that the turnout 
for this show will be tantamount 
to a meeting of students who will 
discuss the positive elements of 
the campus sex-fine policy. 
Secondly; I believe it is unethi-
cal tosubjectstudents to this kind 
of garbage. This concert will only 
lower the tastes and good judg-
ment of people. I know not many 
will agree with me, but music 
should educate and entertain. 
Alterna-pop from marginally ac-
ceptable bands doesn't. I beleive it 
was Robert Fripp who once sa1d 
"Pop mussic appeals 10 the lowest 
elements of human existence." For 
far less money, you could have 
brought much better and fulftll-
ing bands to Carroll. If I were 
aware that theStudem Union was 
trying to come up with people to 
·host a concert, I would have peti-
11 
tioned for other acts. Acts who 
could ge n ui nel y move people and 
whom people could learn from. 
The only thing people can take 
away from Freddy is a headache 
and ringmg ears, if the sound is 
"good" enough. 
I believe one of the ma10 rea-
sons this band was picked to play 
is because they are safe. Nobody 
hates them, nobody likes them. 
Their sound is soft and inoffen-
sive. If this was the case, this is a 
dangerous way of thinking my 
friends. Even if you don't care 
about music, the people who con-
trol your hard -earned tuition 
money are willing to spend it to 
promote complacency, bland ness 
and mediocrity. These are values 1 
do not share and cannot accep1. If 
anyone is interested in formally 
protesting the concert, please e-
mail me at 
kingcrimson2@yahoo.com. Ideas 
a re important They matter. 
Thank you for listen ing. 
Ryan Sheehan 
Sorority sister speaks 
out 
This le tter is in response to a 
television forumon Greek organi-
zations that was on jCU TV this 
past week. As president of a soror-
ity here at JCU, I took personal 
offense to some of the comments 
that were made by a guest of the 
show. In particular, I was disturbed 
bythecommentsmadesurround-
ing the community service re -
quirement fraternities and sorori· 
ties have. The person said that she 
had a problem With the fact that 
much of 1he community service 
done by Greek organizations IS 
done only because it is manda-
tory and part of their charte r She 
d1d n t fe.d that th1s compu\s10n 
to do commumty serv1ce as a 
positive element for theJCU com-
munity. I beg to differ. I reahze 
chat these comments were made 
out of complete ignorance of what 
sororilies and fraternities are all 
about here at JCU, l feel I need to 
shed some light on the situation. 
Contrary to the stereotypical 
view of Greeks thatshe,and many 
others atjCU, subscribe to, all so-
rorities and fraternities are not all 
about partying. While 1 will not 
deny that we do like to have fun , 
service is a large part of our orga-
nizations. No one is forced to join, 
and they know that if they do, they 
will have to do some service. 1 see 
nothingwrongwiththisatall. She 
said that it would be better if the 
people involved actually wanted 
to do the se rvice, rat her than hav-
ing to do il. First, many of us do 
enjoy the service activities that we 
do. Second, I challenge her to find 
one person who has been helped 
by a JCU Greek organizatiOn, 
whether it was through food we 
collected in Harvest for Hunger, or 
housing we supplied through 
Habitat for Humanity, who was 
not enormously thankful to us 
because of the fact that some of us 
were "forced" to be there. You can 
save your time, because you won't 
find anyone. Whatever brought 
us to do a service, whether it was 
a genuine desire to do it, a fulfill-
ment of our charter, or something 
that would look good on our re-
sumes, it was still a service 
1 am proud of my sorority, as 
well as the other Greek organiza-
tions atJCU, for all that they have 
done and will continue to do for 
thecomm umty. At the same time, 
lam saddened at the level of igno-
rance shown by a college-educated 
person. 
Ann Netzel 
Pres1dent, Delta Delta Xi 
Class of 1999 
-
10 
Editorial Opinion 
Scheduling Classes 
A Real Headache 
The new course booklets fo r the Spnng semester came om last 
week and students could not be more apathetic. It seems as tf there is 
a constant competition between the departments to make their 
course selections more bland than th e next Exc1l!ng courses offered 
at other universities are offered once every other year, if ever here. 
Many required classes for en her maJOrs or just the corc cirriculum are 
also offered at oppos1 ng t 1 mes. For example, Political Science majors 
can take one of the three required classes offered at the same rime or 
one of the pair offered at 8:00AM for early nsers. Planning on saving 
a requtred class for next year Jumors~ That's probably not a great tdea, 
because who can be sure if it will be offered next year? Many courses 
are offered on a yearly basis and snll more are offered every other year, 
so you may not be around when the class is offered again. 
At least we are not quite in the same boat as some maJor public 
universities in the state 
At state schools the classes fill up so quickly that the A ll-Ameri-
can hnebackers are lefttakmg such off-the-wall courses as music, 
golf and AlDSawareness. At least we do not have those problems here 
atJCU, because we are a small, private school where it is common-
place for a st udem and a professor to be on a first-name basis. Thus, 
should a student need to desperately get into a class, he/she could go 
to the professor seeking a force card. However, most of the really 
exciting classes are full before Sophomores even start to register. So 
there can be more than one student seeking a force card and in that 
situation what is a professor to do? 
With the recent changes made to the graduation requirements, 
which went mtoeffect last year for Freshman, fulfilling the core has 
become a challenge in it of itself. A member of the class of 2001 now 
needs not only two semesters of a foreign language. but also one 
diversity co urse, orieAsian culwre course, a writing intensive course 
(of which there are very few and they are very difficult to get into), 
not to mention the three philosophies and two religions also re-
quired. Fitting all of these required classes into one's schedule can be 
trying, especially when the business school's track is so rigorous on 
its own. 
Yet there are some steps which the univers ity could take to rectify 
this difficult situation The first of which would be to establish some 
son of mter-depanmental communication for class times. That way 
classes which are required for a major might not be scheduled at 
conflicting times and a student could possibly take both sim ulta-
neous! y A I so, perhaps some sort of notice as to when certain classes 
are or will be offered in the future could greatly ease the stress on a 
student dectding whether or not to take a class which they are 
uncertain will be offered at a later date, because it may not fit into 
his/her schedule at the present. Fmally, if a line of student-faculty 
consultation could be set up to inform professors of not only what 
classes students would like to take, but also at what times, then 
perhaps th1s problem would be looked back on as a minuscule bump 
in the road. 
Wolf and Pot 
Becomes A Pub 
Nov. 6 wi ll usher in a new era at john Carroll University: the 
bar era. for the flrSt tune In the mnties, the Wolf and Pot has a 
liquor license and w!l1 be used as an on-campus pub. 
Obv10usly, the first question racing through every student's 
mind is 'How hard will it be to get in?' Very, assures Dean Patrick 
Rombalski Yet still the rebirth of on-campus entertainment has 
htt another high note. Thanks to the Carroll Activities Board 
there has been a renaissance in on-campus events. The newest 
edition to the campus should nor hurt the cause. 
Wtth the troublejCU students have encountered on Lee Road 
in the past few years, the pub will be a welcome addition. Drunk 
driving cases should be reduced s1gnifica ntly, not to mention 
numerous ]-walking violations which frequently turn into so 
much more. To be honest, on the surface there do not appear to be 
any repercussions in regards to the pub. 
Students have been begging for the administration to make a 
concentrated effort to improve on-campus activities and this is 
definitely a step in the right direction. Along with the decrease in 
drunk drivers Cyes,JCU students do tend to drink when they go 
out), there will inevitably be less arrests for public intoxication 
and other offenses. With only a few yards to walk back to your 
dorm room, rather than a few miles, the Cleveland Heights Police 
will probably not be on a first name basis with so many of our 
undergraduates. 
This may make for a few less news stories about students 
getting cited or arrested, but that as the old saying goes, no news 
is good news. 
EDITORIAL The Carroll News, October 29, 1998 
Construction behind Sutowski and 
Rodman nears completion. 
HITS & 
HIT: Concrete laid for the sidewalks behind Sutowski. miss: 
Yankees win the World Series ... again. miss: Too many fights this 
year. There are a lot of arms in casts on campus. HIT: Little trick or 
treaters Tuesday night in Millar and Sutowski. miss(ing): NBA 
highlights from Sportscenter. The season was supposed to start 
Monday. HIT: People actually care about the Carroll News. Many 
inquiries to lack of an issue I last week. miss: New stricter rules 
enforced at OU for Halloween. HIT: Beautiful weather for Halloween. 
Staff Commentary 
Coininents on 
•·•N o comment" 
I've written for the Carroll News since I was a Freshman. 
I started out writing simple stories about events and speak-
ers on campus. ! never had trouble getti ng in forma tion for 
my story because it was basically few publicity and every-
one was willing to talk . This year, 
though I've found that getting infor-
mation is not as easy as it used to be. 
A little while ago, I received infor-
mation thatajohn Carroll student was 
attacked by a few Bellfaire residents. 
Could it be just an exaggerated rumor~ 
Sure. 
The first calll made was to Cam pus 
Megan Hetman Safety Services.! was told that the per-
Ass'! News Editor son I needed to talk to was "unavail-
able"and to call back later.! then called 
a Bellfaire official, who neither confirmed, nor denied the 
incident but ra ther answered a resounding "no comment." 
It was obvious to me that something did happen, so I called 
Campus Safety Services again and again I was told that the 
person I wanted to speak to was "unavailable." During my 
third call to CSS, I was told thanhe person 1 needed to talk 
to would be out for a week and that l could try back a week 
later. Since my deadline was the next day, and due to a tack 
of cooperation, my once promising story became a lowly 
news brief. 
That was the first time l was ever denied the information 
l requested, but it certain] y was not the last. Lately, it seems 
that "no commen t" is the phrase of choice and that there's 
a spokesperson for everything, but unfortunatel y every 
spokesperson seems to be too busy, out of the office, out 
sick, or on vacation. That is not to say that there have been 
no cooperative administrators of officials, and to all of 
those that have answered my questions, I greatly appreci-
ated you submitting yourself to my grueling, three minute 
interviews. 
l report the news to the john Carroll community and l 
believe that everyone has a right to know. "No comment" 
may seem like the easy way out, but it really only creates 
distrust and frustration. 
So I end with a hit of advice to all the spokespeople out 
there First, when l have to write in myarticlethat the party 
involved had "nocomment" it makes you look I ike you have 
something to hide. Second, if you are going to be "out sick," 
"on vacation"or "busy," thenplease makesurethat you have 
someone competent enough to answer questions should a 
situation arise. 
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Letters to the Editor 
ProtectWn of gay rights 
needed 
Andrea Lynn Cawley, Class of 
1998, submits a letter from a 
friend, jon Jordan. 
She ts submitting this piece 
that jordan wrote in order to cre-
ate awareness for the problems 
and persecut ions that men and 
women of different races, creeds 
and religions face everyday.' She 
writes, "I consider it an honor to 
know someone as passionate 
about his belief sasjonjordan and 
I look forward to being able to 
share with my futu re children the 
struggle their uncle went through 
because he didn't act the way 
people wanted or expected him 
to. With your help, his efforts will 
not be in vain ." 
This is Jon jordan's story: 
1 might as well say up front 
that if you didn 't know I am HlV 
positive ... you do now!! You have 
my permission to share this infor-
mation with other people. Please 
let the world know that hatred and 
violence against [homosexuals] 
takes many forms: from a couple 
of "good ole boys" in Wyoming, to 
a bureaucratic big city. Hatred of 
homosexuals and violence against 
us (not to mention people with 
HlV I AlDS) is a widespread phe-
nomenon at least in the United 
States. Living in Manhattan, I had 
deluded myself into thinking it 
was a thing of the past. 
I'm sure by now that at least 
most of you know that there was a 
dem Fation in New York City 
on Monday night regarding the 
death of Mat thew She ard and to 
express our outrage tnat [homo-
exua lsi are not afforded protec-
tion ihffiiscountry in accordance 
with the amount and type of vio-
lence directed at us. 
Needless to say, Matthew's 
death has struck a chord inside 
me like it has for so many other 
[homosexuals]. Atthedemonstra-
tion , I threw myself into the 
middle of any activity that !could 
see happening: shouting anti-hate 
slogans, picking up the signs that 
had been carried by people who 
were arrested early on, helping to 
direct people, trying to protect 
photographers with press passes 
from the police, etc. As !learned 
from my course work at Landmark 
Education, if you're gonna play, 
you may as well play full out. 
The demonstrators gathered at 
59th street and 5th avenue with 
signs and candles and a few 
bullhorns. After walking down 
5th avenue, we were directed onto 
55th street. lt really felt like we 
were keeping people together so 
they would be safer than being 
stranded on rhestreetalonewhere 
the police may have hurt them: 
Once we reached the end of the 
block, to my knowledge, most of 
us were on the sidewalks, but po-
lice were standing behmd scoot-
ers placed end to end across the 
sidewalk and the street. They 
would not tell us why we were no 
allowed to cross the intersection 
and wouldgiveus no instructions 
as ro what we were supposed to 
do. People were begmning to be-
come frightened from being 
pinned in with nowhere togo. Al-
though, some people with brief-
cases were allowed to cross the 
intersection, those of us who had 
candles or were not dressed pro-
fessionally were not allowed to 
cross A !though many people 
were dressed profess tonally, after 
the crowd reached the barricades, 
no one was allowed through. There 
was scaffolding at one side of the 
street. I climbed under the scaf-
folding and emerged onto Sixth 
Avenue. I encouraged people who 
Wanted to get out of the crowd to 
follow me As people did, I was 
there to help them back to their 
feet. We were about 20 feet away 
from any activity and as people 
rose, they moved south on the side-
walk of Six th Avenue, away from 
the commotion. Please keep in 
mind tha t people were angry and 
shouting, but there was no violence 
involved to either property or 
people . Feeling trapped and 
thwarted in expressing our anger 
at not being protected from vio-
lence en flamed many people. 
Watching the crowds of pre-
s uma bl y-straight people gather on 
the other side of the street and 
know that wecouldn'tmovefreely 
left me feeling even more like I was 
being criminalized for being part 
of a gay demonstration. But re-
member, still no violence from the 
demonstrators. 
An inspector came to where I 
was helping people to escape the 
confinement and grabbed a pro-
fessor from Columbia University 
from behind and threw him onto 
his back and said, "Arrest him." 
I shouted back something like, 
"Hey, take it easy. You don't have to 
hurt people!" He said, "Shut up or 
I'll arrest you too." 
I said something like, "You 
would arrest me for keeping you 
from hurting innocent people." 
He said to another police of-
ficer, "Take him in!" 
I was handcuffed, led away [rom 
the crowd and forced to sit on t e 
ground. 
I don 't know first-hand what 
happened with the demonstrators 
for the remainder of the evening, 
but I did hear stories of horses be-
ing ridden into crowds of people. I 
heard from others in prison that at 
least one person was kicked in the 
head by a horse. I cannot corrobo-
rate that, but I do not dispute it. 
I was taken to the 18th Precinct, 
I believe, at 54th Street on the west 
side all the while being insulted 
by the police officers who were 
d rivi ng us there. Once at the pre-
cinct, 1 was treated very well by an 
officer from the Soho precinct 
named Vincent Fiore. 
As soon as I was allowed to 
speak to an officer at 7:05 p.m., I 
said, if I will beheld beyond 11 p.m. 
I need to see a physician for my 
medications. They told me I'd be 
home way before then. I sat in a 
cell with three other men un til 2 
a.m ., one of whom was also HIV 
positive. My spouse, Frederic, 
brought me my medications. He 
was neither allowed to see me to 
see that I had not been hurt, nor to 
give ine my medications. 
At3a.m., l was taken to Bellevue 
Hospital's Emergency Room where 
I ex plamed the situation to the at-
rending physician. He said none 
of myHIV medicarionswereavail-
able. He left us for a while, then 
came back and said thatthe hospi-
tal would not be providing any 
medication for my condition 
l was taken to central booking, 
"The Tombs," where l was put into 
a special cell for tll prisoners. Af-
ter explaining the situation to the 
officers on duty there, an Officer 
Frey said that as long as I didn't die 
in hiscustody,hedtdn,tcarewhat 
happened to me if 1 dtdn't get my 
medications. 
For an hour or so, I shared my 
cell with a man placed there be-
FORUM 
cause he said he had chronic ac-
tive hepatitis. Perhaps more than 
a !tttle dangerous for someone 
wtth HIV. Later! was moved to the 
next cell with two men with HIV 
who had been part of the demon-
stration. 
Despite that we needed to get 
out to get our medications, appar-
ently no auempt was made to ac-
celerate our processing. The Legal 
Aid Society representative who 
met with us, jill Harris, said Tom 
Duane and Ca therine A bate were 
trying to pull strings on our be-
half. The other two men left my 
cell at about one and a half hour 
intervals. For an hour, I sat alone 
(with the exception of a few cock-
roach families) in a special cell for 
ill or injured prisoners. 
Finally, after more than 18 
hours of detainment (about the 
same amount of time Matthew 
Shepard hung from a fence with a 
cracked skull), I was taken to a 
court room. l continued to wai t 
for my medications while the 
court staff enjoyed theirlunches. I 
requested an ar raig nment, al-
though I was offered something 
called AOC which would have al-
lowed this to be removed from my 
records in six months provided l 
"stay out of trouble." 
Unfortunately, 1 would also, 
then, relinquish my rights to any 
legal action against anyone in re-
gard to this event including the 
city, the NYPD or the Health and 
Hospitals Corporation. I was re-
leased on m yown recognizance at 
3:20p.m 
Immediately after being re-
leased, I went to my doctor's office 
to have blood work done to see if 
we could quantify any damage to 
my immunity. We may not know 
for quite some time whether the 
NYPD's and the Depjrtment of 
Correction's unwillingness to al-
low me access to medications has 
irreparably damaged my immu-
nity. Wha t ldoknowisthatldon't 
want them to have the power to 
play Russian Roulette with my life 
or anyone else who is being held 
captive by them. That evening, for 
the first time ever, I began to expe-
rience a side effect from my med i-
cations. Incidentally, I have been 
able to not change medications in 
the last three years because of my 
rigorous adherence to the time-
tableand food requirememsof my 
therapy. Anyway, thanks for your 
concern and I'll keep you posted. 
Kerr dislikes others' 
opinions 
I would like to respond to the 
editorial that discussed the penal-
ties of chartered organizations by 
the Student Union. The careful 
presentation of the facts by the 
editor, which included only half 
of rhestory,disturbsme. This half-
hearted explanation may have 
hindered many readers under-
standing of the Student Union's 
new meenng attenda nce policies 
and should be exposed fort he one-
sided biased report it is. 
The editor stated that after four 
absences from aSU meeting by an 
organization the SU will begin to 
confiscate fu nds. This statemem 
is not completely true and gives 
the impression that SU President, 
Kevin Filiatraut sneaks his way 
into organizanon meenngs, grabs 
money and makes a run for it 
Rather, a£ ter four absences 10 per-
cent of an organization's current 
operating budget ts forfeited by 
the organization to the Student 
Awvittes Budget Board (SABB) 
TheSABBcan thendtstribure that 
money to organizations that are 
complying with the SU's stmple 
request to attend one meeting a 
week. Many of the organizations 
that are being penalized do not 
even exist except for the fact that 
their charter still exists, (i.e Com-
mutersAssoctatton and Tae Kwon 
Do Club) and these penalties wtll 
slowly weed them out, distribut-
ing their money to organizations 
whichactuallyhavemembersand 
do things. The editor also said 
that the "Student Union indirectly 
punishes the needy in and around 
John Carroll University" l hope 
that everyone reading this ediro-
riallaughed,orat leastgaveaslight 
giggle at this point. Many of you 
may remember that The Carroll 
News has referred to JCU as an 
Abercrombie and Fitch outlet 
store in the past, a complete con-
trast from the concept of the 
"needy of JCU." I would imagine 
that the jCU needy would be able 
to squeak by in life even if an orga-
nization loses lO percent of their 
operating budget. If an organiza-
tion is truly that concerned about 
those they can help, they will 
make the commitment to attend 
SU meetings, as most organiza-
tions do and should be com-
mended for. 
Chris Kerr 
Class of 2000 
Student disappointed 
with Slfs band choke 
I rece ntly read in your paper 
that the Student Union approved 
the allocation of $15,000 to put on 
a live concert of the Freddy Jones 
Band. As a student, this news up-
set me for a number of reasons. 
First, I was not consulted or in-
formed of the move to make this 
decision. l understand that the 
Student Union is representative of 
my interests as a student, but not 
even this fact can justify the gross 
amount of money wasted on such 
afrivolousevent. As a musician, l 
know it does not cost $1,000 to 
provide quality sound. Who do 
they have to pay? A few work-
study students to move around the 
speakers and run the board? Be-
sides, a professional band playing 
in this sort of venue should be re-
sponsibleforthesound. Also, what 
is the extra $2,000 in costs for? 
Promotion? Balloons? No wai t, 
that's important parties. And bal-
loons for such an event cost more 
than a few grand . Finally, I would 
accuse the Student Union for pan-
dering to the demand of the popu-
lace, but they're not even popular. 
Do they have one Top 40 hit? Do 
you know anyone who has their 
CDs? I think !saw one in the bar-
gain bin at Camelot. I hope they 
don 'texpect tochargefor thiscon-
cert, or else they cannot hope to 
recoup any of the cost. I'm not a 
betting man, but I bet my student 
activity fee (or what's left of it af-
ter this debacle) that the turnout 
for this show will be tantamount 
to a meeting of students who will 
discuss the positive elements of 
the campus sex-fine policy. 
Secondly. I believe it is unethi-
cal to subject students to this kind 
of garbage. This concert will only 
lower the tastes and good judg-
ment of people. I know not many 
will agree with me, but music 
should educate and entertain. 
Alterna-pop from marginally ac-
ceptable bands doesn't. I beleive 1t 
was Robert Fripp who once satd 
"Pop mussic appeals to the lowest 
elementsofhumanextstence." For 
far less money, you could have 
brought much better and fulftll-
. ing bands to Carroll If I were 
aware that the Student Union was 
trying to come up with people to 
host a concert, I would have pert-
11 
tioned for other acts. Acts who 
could genuinely move people and 
whom people could learn from 
The only thmg people can take 
away from Freddy is a headache 
and ringing ears, if the sound is 
"good" enough. 
l believe one of the main rea-
sons this band was picked to play 
is because they are safe. Nobody 
hates them, nobody likes them. 
Their sound is soft and inoffen-
sive. If this was the case, this is a 
dangerous way of thinking my 
friends. Even if you don't care 
about music, the people who con-
trol your hard-earned tuition 
money are willing to spend it to 
promote complacency, blandness 
and medtocrity. These are values I 
do not share and cannot accept. lf 
anyone is interested in formally 
protesting the concert, please e· 
mail me at 
kingcrimson2@yahoo.com. ldeas 
are importan t They matter. 
Thank you for listening. 
Ryan Sheehan 
Sorority sister speaks 
out 
This letter is m response to a 
television forum on Greek organi-
zations that was on JCU TV thts 
past week. As president of a soror-
ity here at JCU, I took personal 
offense to some of the comments 
that were made by a guest of the 
show. In particular,! was disturbed 
by the comments madesurround-
ing the community service re -
quirement fraternities and sorori· 
ties have. The person said that she 
had a problem wtth the fact chat 
much of the community servtce 
done by Greek orgamzations IS 
done only because it is manda-
tory and parr of t heir charter She 
d1d not feel that th1s compu\si n 
to do community servtce cwas a 
positive element for thejCU com-
munity. I beg to differ. I realize 
that these comments were made 
out of complete ignorance of what 
sororities and fraternities are all 
about here atJCU, I feel! need to 
shed some light on the situation. 
Contrary to the stereotypical 
view of Greeks that she, and many 
others atjCU, subscribe to, all so-
rorities and fraternities are not all 
about partying. While 1 will nor 
deny that we do like to have fun, 
service is a large part of our orga-
nizarions. No one is forced to join, 
and they know that if they do, they 
will have to do some service. I see 
nothing wrong Wtth thisatall. She 
said that it would be better if the 
people involved actually wanted 
to do the se rvice, ratherthan hav-
ing to do it. First, many of us do 
enjoy the service activ ities that we 
do. Second, I challenge her to find 
one person who has been helped 
by a JCU Greek organ izatiOn, 
whether it was through food we 
collected in Harvest for Hunger, or 
housing we supplied through 
Habitat for Humanity, who was 
not enormously thankful to us 
because of the fact that some of us 
were "forced" to be there You can 
save your time, because you won't 
find anyone. Whatever brought 
us to do a service, whether it was 
a genume desire to do 1t, a fulfill-
ment of our charter, or somethtng 
that would look good on our re-
sumes, it was Slill a serv1ce 
1 am proud of my soronty, as 
well as the other Greek organiza-
nons atjCU, for all that they have 
done and will continue to do for 
the commumty. At the same time, 
I am saddened at the level of igno-
rance shown by a college-educated 
person. 
Ann Netzel 
President, Delta Delta Xi 
Classof 1999 
Carroll News Classifieds 
time for job or school. 
Call 921-1040. 
Professional babysitter 
needed now. Part time 
and full time, evenings, 
weekends, days, etc. for 
Cleveland's east side. 
Great pay. You need to 
be 18 years or older with 
two and a half years 
flexible hours working 
approximately 15 to 20 
hours per week. Must 
provide your own 
transportation. Starting 
salary would be 8 to 10 
dollars per hour plus 
mileage. Please call Mr. 
Kahn for an interview at 
292-4406. 
takes. NO gimmicks. 
NO tricks. NO 
obligation. Call for 
information today. 1-
800-932-0528 X 65. 
www.ocmconcepts.com. 
We are looking for a 
roommate! Come share 
a house with us ... private 
bedroom and bath. 
Students interested in 
selling advertising for 
commisiions should 
leave a message at the 
Carroll News business 
Office at 397-4398. 
Thank you. 
Nothin says Iovin' like a 
toaster strudel. 
Career Opportunities! 
College men and 
women! Marine Corps 
Officer Programs. $30K 
ayeartostart! Travel the 
World! Superb benefits: 
medical, dental, moving 
expenses, 30-day paid 
vacation and more. No 
obligation until 
graduattion. Call today 
at 1-800-842-2771. experience or more House for rent. Five Located eight minutes 
working with kids, great bedroom, Cedar-Lee from JCU. Please call 
If you want Justice, call 
Judge Judy ... Don't pee 
on her leg and tell her it's 
rammg. 
Spring Break! Cancun, 
Florida, etc. Best hotels, 
parties, prices. Book 
early and save! Earn 
money and free trips. 
Campus reps and 
organizations wanted. 
Inter-campus programs. 
1-800-327-6013. 
www.icpt.com. 
references, and own 
transportation. Call 
Always Tendder Care, 
Inc. 440-543-0336/440-
247-3892. 
area. Available today for more 
immediately, $975.00. information at 216-932-
291-2908. 5264. 
~~--------------------------~ 
Free CD holders ,. t-
shirts. Prepaid phone 
Part time deli very cards. Earn $1000 part-
person. We have an time on campus. Just 
immediate opening for call 1-800-932-0528 x 
someone who would like 64. 
to earn extra income 
Shaker coach house. monitoring, servicing $1250Fundraiser. Credit 
Furnished, walk to JCU. and delivering home card fundraiser for 
Includes utilities. Free medical equipment and student organizations. 
rent in exchange for supplies to our patients You'veseenothergroups 
helping care fn 10 in the Cleveland area. doing it, now it's your 
wheelchair. Much free The position offers very turn. One week is all it 
• JOHN CARROLL U., KULAS AUDITORIUM 
• OCT. 30 & 31, NOV. 6 & 7 AT 8PM 
• NOV. 1 & 8 AT 2PM 
A COMEDY IY KEN lUDWIG 
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IT AIN'T OVER TILL THE TENOR SINGS!!!!! 
BEASTS OF 
BURDEN 
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in 
all directions-forward, backward, up, down and 
diagonally. 
Alpaca 
Bullock 
Burro 
Donkey 
Dromedary 
Elephant 
Goats 
Husky 
Uama 
Mule 
Oxen 
Pack horse 
Sled dog 
Yak 
Zebu 
w# DJs 
StoutXTC 
n 
KoadlWAY. 
